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ABSTRACT 
Two viscous- inviscid interaction schemes have been evaluated for 
computing steady, incompressible, laminar and turbulent flows with and 
without separation bubbles. In the first method, applicable only to 
fully attached flows, the boundary-layer equations were solved by an 
implicit finite- difference scheme and initially matched with the inviscid 
flow which was computed by numerically solving a Cauchy integral formula-
tion for which the source term was simplified by use of a small 
disturbance approximation o Aitken acceleration was used to reduce the 
computation time in the matching procedure. The second method is ap-
plicable to flows containing separated regions and employs an inverse 
finite-difference boundary-layer calculation procedure whereby the dis-
placement thickness, rather than the edge velocity, is specified as a 
boundary condition. The streamwise convective term is altered in 
regions of reversed flow to permit marching the solution in the stream-
wise directiono The inviscid calculation proceeds in the conventional 
direct manner but a new iterative procedure was developed to match the 
viscous and inviscid solutions . Two purely laminar and two laminar-
turbulent transitional cases were computed and the results compared with 
other predictions and available experimental data . Agreement with 
experimental data was generally favorable, but the need for more re-
search on the accurate prediction of transition phenomena was evident. 
The new method for separated flows appears to off er a significant 
savings in computation time over other methods known to have been em-
ployed for these flows . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
For a high Reynolds number flow, the effect of viscosity is 
generally considered to be confined to thin layers adjacent to the 
surface of the body both for external flow and internal flow. The thin 
layer is termed the boundary layer. Under an adverse pressure gradient, 
boundary-layer separation from the surface will occur when the momentum 
in the boundary layer is not sufficient to overcome the force exerted 
by the pressure gradient and the wall shear . At the separation point, 
the wall shear vanishes for two-dimensional flow over a fixed wall (the 
classical definition of a separation point). This definition does not 
apply for three-dimensional flow or unsteady two-dimensional flow. 
Flow separation is also expected to occur near any abrupt change in a 
solid surface such as either a forward or rearward facing stepo The 
interaction of the boundary layer with a shock wave may also cause 
flow separation from a surface. For external flow, a separated boundary 
layer most often does not reattach but leads to the f ormation of a wake 
which frequently causes a large pressure drag or form drag on the body . 
Under certain restricted flow conditions> the separated laminar 
boundary layer reattaches to the surface as a turbulent boundary layer 
with a closed separation bubble underneath the separated layer. The 
separated laminar layer rarely reattaches laminarly in external flow. 
The separation bubble has been the focus of considerable research because 
of its close relation to the stalling characteristics of airfoils . The 
necessary conditions for the formation of separation bubbles are high 
Reynolds number and high free stream turbulence level but not so high 
2 
as to cause transition before separation occurs. 
In general, the performance of a device is influenced significantly 
by the presence of separation for either internal or external flows. 
Because of this strong influence on the performance of engineering de-
vices, flow separation has been studied more or less continuously since 
Prandtl' s pioneering work on separation phenomena even before he started 
his work on the boundary layer [l]. Work on quantitative predictions 
was started in the early 1900 1 s after Prandtl proposed the simplification 
of the Navier-Stokes equations to the well-known boundary-layer equations. 
At first, attention was focused on developing methods for predicting 
only the location of the separation point in steady laminar flow. The 
state-of-the- art in prediction has now evolved t o the point where the 
two-dimensional, steady, laminar boundary-layer equations with prescribed 
wall shear or displacement thickness can be solved numerically beyond 
the separation point for flows with thin separated regions . The Navier-
Stokes equations themselves can be solved for laminar separated flows, 
but here the computation time is still quite large and methods based on 
the boundary- layer equations are preferred, whenever they are applicable . 
The various contributions which have made this possible will be dis-
cussed in more detail below. 
The early work in the prediction of flow separation was done mainly 
analytically. The analytic method [l] can predict the location of the 
laminar separation point accurately only if the experimental edge velocity 
u (or pressure) distribution along the boundary layer is used o But e 
they cannot provide predictions beyond the separation point because 
boundary-layer calculations proceeding in the usual manner with a 
3 
prescribed pressure gradient are forced to terminate at the separation 
point due to the well-known separation point singularity (2) . 
Numerical s olutions of the boundary-layer equations using finite-
difference methods have become quite commonplace in the years since the 
high speed digital computer has become readily available. As i s well-
known, attached, steady boundary layers are governed by parabolic partial 
differential equations~ the solution of which can be obtained numerically 
by marching in the streamwise direction . However , flow separation 
presents two obstacles to the space marching using conventional boundary 
conditions, (1) the separation point singularity and (2) the flow re-
versal which, unless the convective terms in the equations are altered, 
prohibits marching the solution in the direction of the forward-
going flow (see Figure 1). The singularity at the separation point ha s 
been discussed in detail by Goldstein [3] and Brown and Stewartson (2). 
Examples of the way in which the singularity appears in finite-difference 
solutions with prescribed pressure gradients can be found in [4]. 
A. Numerical Solutions of the Navier-Stokes Equations 
Recently , the Navier-Stokes equations have been solved numerically 
for the prediction of the flow separation and separated regions by 
Briley (5) , Leal [6] and others . Briley [5] obtained solutions of 
the flow in a two- dimensional laminar separation bubble over a flat 
plate using finite-difference ~vlut _ ~ to the Navier- Stokes equations for 
incompressible flow . He used the linearly retarded free stream velocity 
to cause flow separation and obtained laminar separation bubbles by 
x 
$ 
·+ 
• "*--+-t--1 j + 1 
........--.-~J-1 
Figure 1 . Laminar incompressible separation bubble showing reversed flow and reattachment 
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replacing this velocity by a constant free stream velocity after separa-
tion occurred. Leal [6] also solved the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations for separated flow over a finite flat plate with the assumption 
that the flow at large distances is given by the stream function 
~00 = - xy. It was found that the position of separation is located 
downstream of that predicted by classical boundary-layer theory. Re men-
tioned the possibility, suggested by the solution of Catherall and 
Mangler [7], that the pressure distribution in any real flow may adjust 
by the interaction of internal viscous flow with the external potential 
flow, to be that required to yield regular behavior of the boundary-
layer flow at separation . Both of these cases, Briley's and Leal's, 
were computed for the flow at moderate to high Reynolds number. The 
singular behavior at the separation point has not been observed in these 
numerical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, it is clear 
that the singularity is a characteristic of the boundary-layer solutions 
but not a physical property of the flow. 
A major disadvantage of the Navier- Stokes solutions is the con-
siderable computation time required. In turbulent flow, any practical 
problem which can be solved at this time using the Navier-Stokes equations 
must use a time averaged form of the equations (Reynolds equations) 
employing models to evaluate the apparent turbulent stresses, which 
serves to increase the computation time even more. This fact provides 
motivation for considering the range of applicability of methods based 
on more approximate forms of the governing equations. 
A comparison of the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with 
solutions of various approximate models was made by Ghia, Ghia and 
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Tesch [8]. These models are intermediate sets between the boundary-
layer equations and the full Navier-Stokes equations. It was found that 
the results of all the models considered improved as the Reynolds number 
increased; more importantly, it was found that boundary-layer t ype 
models can successfully predict the separated flow if they take account 
of the interaction between the boundary-layer and the external inviscid 
f low. This latter conclusion agrees with Briley and McDonalds' results 
[9] for the prediction of separation bubbles which will be discussed in 
more detail in the next section. Consequently, for the prediction of 
thin separation bubbles, it may not be necessary to solve the full 
Navier- Stokes equations. 
B. Boundary-Layer Solutions 
Two significant studies, one by Reyhner and Flugge-Lotz [10] and 
the other by Catherall and Mangler [7], on the calculation at the 
separation point and through the region of reversed flow appeared in 
1966 . Reyhner and Flugge-Lotz [10] solved the problem of shock wave-
laminar boundary-layer interaction using the compressible boundary- layer 
equations. Thus, the feasibility of the viscous-inviscid interaction 
method was demonstrated for the prediction of flow separation and 
separation bubbles. They experienced instabilities in the solution 
caused by the second obstacle, which was discussed above, when the 
calculation proceeded into the backflow region. This problem was over-
come by altering the streamwise derivative in the momentum equation in 
regions where the flow was reversed . Catherall and Mangler [7] calculated 
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the boundary-layer solution of laminar flow with thin separation bubbles 
using the prescribed displacement thickness for the first time. The 
separation singularity was removed by this process, and the pressure 
gradient was obtained as part of the solution. Their calculation did, 
however, become unstable soon after separation due to incorrect treat-
ment of the streamwise derivative. 
During the last decade several other important papers have appeared 
in this research area. Some of them are discussed below. 
Klemp and Acrivos [11] solved the problem of uniform flow past a 
parallel plate of finite length moving with a constant velocity in a 
direction opposite to that of the main stream. They found that, through-
out most of the separated region, the flow was strongly affected by 
conditions near the reattachment point, and that singularities existed 
at both the separation and reattachment points because of discontinuities 
in boundary conditions at these points. Klineberg and Steger [12] ob-
tained a numerical solution, which was regular at the separation point, 
using prescr ibed wall shear rather than displacement thickness. The 
pressure prediction was obtained as part of the solution. They pointed 
out that regular flows are shown to be characterized by an integrable 
saddle- type singularity at the separation point that makes it difficult 
to obtain numerical solutions which pass continuously into the separated 
region when the pressure gradient is specified. Carter and Wornom [13] 
solved the boundary-layer form of the vorticity transport and stream 
function equations for laminar incompressible flow with a separation 
region. For the solution they used a forward marching procedure in the 
region of reversed flow in an iterative manner. 
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Consequently, it appears well-established that the separation 
singularity can be removed by employing an inverse calculation procedure 
whereby either the displacement thickness or wall shear stress is 
specified rather than the velocity at the outer edge of the boundary 
layer. However , both the displacement thickness and wall shear are 
generally required to be calculated as solutions in practical problems; 
in other words , they are not known before the calculation. Nevertheless, 
this inverse prediction scheme for the boundary- layer flow can be used 
as part of an iterative calculation procedure in which the interaction 
between the viscous and inviscid flow is taken into account. In this 
process it may be necessary to guess or assume an initial displacement 
thickness distribution but a final value is actually predicted as the 
iterative procedure converges. 
The well- known effect of the boundary layer on the inviscid flow is 
that the displacement thickness of separated boundary-layer flow alters 
the inviscid velocity or pressure distribution calculated for unseparated 
flow. For separated flow it is reasonably assumed that the inviscid 
velocity or pressure distribution can be computed by using the effectiv e 
shape of a solid body which is augmented by the addition of the displace-
ment thickness associated with any separated regions, when the separation 
region is thin such that the boundary-layer assumptions are valid . 
Although viscous-inviscid interaction is an old idea , its application 
to subsonic flows has generally been restricted to those without separa-
tion . When the external stream is supersonic, the inviscid flow is some-
what easier to treat and several interaction studies have been noted in 
the literature (10 , 14, 15]. 
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Very recently, however, Carter and Wornom [16] established the 
feasibility of applying an interaction scheme to laminar flows containing 
thin separation bubbles . They also suggested the possibility of using 
this method for solving turbulent separated boundary layers, but no 
turbulent viscous- inviscid interaction results were presented . In [16), 
Carter and Wornom calculated the boundary-layer solution for laminar 
flow inversely with prescribed displacement thickness and matched the 
solution to the inviscid solution , which was also obtained in an inverse 
manner using the displacement thickness through an iterative procedure. 
However, in a real external flow, transition from laminar to turbulent 
flow has always been observed to occur within the separation bubble, so 
flow downstream of the bubble will be transitional or turbulent. 
A different numerical approach for the prediction of the flow having 
reverse flow regions was used by Briley and McDonald [9]. They solved 
the two-dimensional, time-dependent form of both the Navier-Stokes 
equations and the boundary-layer equations for transitional separation 
bubbles . They obtained the bubble solutions with specified free stream 
velocity distribution by means of a time marching scheme which seemed to 
be equivalent to an iterative method . The particular velocity specified 
consisted of the usual inviscid velocity plus an elliptic correction 
which accounted for the viscous-inviscid interaction and which was com-
puted as part of the solution . For the solution they employed the 
McDonald and Fish turbulence model [17], which was developed for transi-
tional and turbulent boundary layers , with small modifications . The 
turbulence model is based on the solution of an integral form of the 
turbulence kinetic energy equation to obtain the streamwise development 
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of a one- parameter mixing-length profile normal to the wall , and allows 
for the influence of free stream turbulence and wall roughness. The 
results agreed fairly with the experimental results. However, a question 
remains abou t the s trong effect of the mesh size on the solution as 
indicated in [9]. They also compared the solution of the boundary-layer 
equations with tha t of the Navier- Stokes equations at high Reynolds 
number and found little difference between them when the same boundary 
conditions were used . 
The viscous- inviscid interaction technique was also used by Brune, 
Rubbert and Nark [18] , and Dvorak and Woodward [19] for laminar un-
separated flow over a flat plate and for the prediction of the performance 
of two- dimensional multi-element infinite swept wings, respectively. 
Other contributions to the prediction of flow beyond separation have 
been made by Werle and Bertke [20) and Werle and Bernstein [2l] g Recent 
works for the incompressible boundary layer with separation are well-
summarized by Williams [22) . 
The numerical appr oach has also been frequently applied to the 
prediction of turbulent flows primarily without separated regions. 
Details on the work in this research area can be found in [23) . 
C. Present Approach 
As discussed above , the singular behavior of the boundary- layer 
solutions at the separation point can be removed by solving the boundary-
layer equations in an inverse manner using the prescribed displacement 
thickness or wall shear as boundary condition rather than the edge 
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velocity, u , or pressure gradient. The problem caused by the flow 
e 
reversal can also be overcome most economically by altering the stream-
wise derivative in the momentum equation at points where the flow is 
reversed. For laminar flow with thin separated regions, the boundary-
layer equations have been solved to provide reasonable predictions by 
means of the viscous- inviscid interact ion technique. However, the 
conventional viscous-inviscid interaction technique requires significant 
computation time even with the boundary-layer equations and the 
capability of the i nteraction technique has not been verified yet for 
real , transitional and turbulent flows. In the present study, a new 
inverse viscous-inviscid interaction technique was developed, building 
upon a suggestion of Carter [24], in order to reduce computation time 
as well as to verify the capability of the interaction method for real, 
transitional and turbulent flows . In the new inverse viscous-inviscid 
interaction method, the boundary-layer equations are solved inversely 
and the inviscid solution is obtained directly for the edge velocity by 
using a prescribed displacement thickness. The displacement thickness 
is updated at each iteration based on the difference between the velocity 
obtained from the boundary-layer solutions and that obtained from the 
inviscid solution. This technique is not constrained by the need to use 
an under-relaxation factor as is the conventional viscous-inviscid inter-
action method [16] . An inner iterative loop in the procedure for the 
inviscid solution in the new interaction method is employed to reduce 
computation time considerably . A direct viscous-inviscid interaction 
method also has been studied for fully attached flows by employing an 
acceleration technique. 
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These interac tion methods are te s t ed for two laminar flows (one 
attached flow and one separated flow) and two real flows with short 
separation bubbles in the present study. In the later cases, transit ion 
fran laminar to turbulent flow occurs within the separation bubbles so 
downs tream of the reattachment point the flow is transitional or 
turbulent, as is usually the case for real flows with separation bubbles. 
Details of separation bubbles and their effects on the characteristics 
of airfoil a nd other devices can be found in (25 ). Some of the 
experimental results about the phenomena of separation bubbles were 
discussed by Young and Horton [26). As Briley and McDonald [ 9] pointed 
out, the analysis for computing a transitional separation bubble is 
complex because of the presence of reverse flow, the occurrence of the 
flow transition and the effect of viscous-inviscid interaction. 
Not many attempts have been made for computing a transitional 
separation bubble in detail . To the au thor's knowledge , the Briley 
and McDonald calculation (9], which was discussed above, is the only 
case. In order to calculate the transitional separation bubbles using 
the new inverse viscous-inviscid interaction method, a suitable 
turbulence model for trans itiona l and turbulent flow s is required. 
In the present calculation, the turbulence model of Pletcher [27) is 
modified to account for transition. For predicting the laminar-
turbulent transition of the f low with separation bubbles, the existing 
correlations suggested by Dhawan and Narashima [28) , Chen and Thyson 
(29) and Cebeci, Mosinskis and Smith (30] are evaluated in an attempt 
to find reliable general correlations for the bubble transition. 
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The present calculated results are compared with other numerical predic-
tions and experimen~al data . 
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II. ANALYSIS 
In this chapter the equations which govern the flow under considera-
tion are presented. The chapter is divided into three separate sections. 
In the first section, equations governing the steady, incompressible, 
viscous, laminar and turbulent flow are discussed, trans formed to non-
dimensional form, and the finite-difference representation presented. 
Next, the turbulence model employed and the method used for the predict ion 
of transition from laminar to turbulent flow are discus sed . In the 
last section, the inviscid flow is briefly discus sed. A derivation of 
the governing equation for the inviscid flow i n simplified form and 
the method used for numerical integration to obtain the solution are 
presented. 
A. Governing Equations of Viscous Flow 
1 . Boundary - layer equations 
The time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations govern both the laminar 
and turbulent portions of the separating flow being considered. For 
two- dimensional, incompressible flow, the Navier-Stokes equations in 
cartesian coordinates can be written [31 ] : 
The 
ou + u ou ou + v ox oy ot 
ov + ov ov dx + v-Ot u x oy 
continuity equation 
ou ov 
-+~ ox oy 0 
is 
l~ 2 2 v(o u + 0 u) - - p Ox + 
ox
2 
oy
2 
!~+ 2 2 (0 v 0 v) - - v--+--P oy ox2 oy2 
(1) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
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For steady laminar unseparated flow, an order of magnitude analysis 
reduces Eqs . (1)-(3) to the following, based on the assumption of a 
thin vi scous layer such that 
(1) for fluids of smal l viscosity, i . e., high Reynolds number 
Re = u L/~ , the effect of viscosity is concentrated t ypically 
CD 
in a thin layer i n the immediate neighborhood of the body. 
In the layer, the veloci t y gradient normal to the wall 
Ou/oy is very large, thus, the shear stress T = µ (ou/oy) 
may assume large values; 
(2) outside of this layer no s uch large velocity gradients occur 
and the inf luence of viscosity is unimportant. In this region 
the flow can be consider ed inviscid and irrotational. 
ou ov - +- = 0 ox oy 
The boundary conditions are 
u(x, O) = v(x, 0) = 0 
u (x, y) ~ u (x) as y ~CD 
e 
(4 ) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
Equations (4) and (5) are only valid for a thin boundary layer 
the thickness of which is e s timated as o/L ...., Re -l/ 2. Generally, the 
boundary-layer equations are considered to be only valid as far as the 
point of separation. However, recent studies [5, 8, 32] tend to 
indicate that boundary-layer theory can be reasonably applicable for a 
thin boundary layer which separates and generates a recirculating region 
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downstream of the separating point provided the recirculating r egion is 
f d R -
112 . h. kn d 1 1 t • d t o or er e in t ic ess an arge-sca e separa ion oes no occur. 
Consequently, in this case the boundary-layer equations should be suf-
ficiently accurate, approximate governing equations (7, 10, 11). 
However, results are expected to be much better if the Reynolds ntonber 
is high. 
Although the Navier-Stokes equations (1)-(3) govern the turbulent 
motion also, the equations cannot be solved numerically in that form 
by present-day computers because of the extremely large number of grid 
points which are required to resolve the turbulent motion. A more 
common practice is to solve approximate forms of the governing equations, 
which are obtained by simplifying Eqs. (1)-(3) based on the time-averaging 
concept for the turbulent motion and the boundary layer assumptions as 
shown below. 
In case of a two-dimensional turbulent flow, the flow is divided 
into a time mean motion and a fluctuation motion. Thus, the velocity 
components and pressure can be written as 
u = u + u' 
v = v + v' (7) 
p = p + p' 
The time-average for a value ¢ is expressed as 
l Jto+T 
¢ = T ¢dt 
t 
(8) 
0 
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'lbe flow is assumed to be steady in the time mean sense and in-
compressible. By the use of the time-averaging process, the Navier-
Stokes equations, Eqs. (1)-(3), can be reduced (31] to 
o~ ~ -+-=O 
ox oy 
--2 
cu' o~ (~ + oy ) 
o~ + ov 12 ) 
(Ox ~ 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
On the basis of the usual boundary-layer assumptions the governing 
equations for the two -dimensional, incompressible, constant property 
turbulent flow are obtained [33] as 
- o~ - o~ 
uOx+vay 
a~+ o~ = 0 ~ dy 
= - (13) 
(14) 
Tile boundary conditions for the time-averaged velocities are the 
same as for the laminar case . Except for the term - o(u 'v' )/oy in-
volving fluctuating velocity components, Eqs. (13) and (14) have the 
same form as Eqs. (4) and (5) which apply to laminar flow. Tilus, 
Eqs. (13) and (14) will be considered applicable also to laminar 
flow with the understanding that for steady laminar flow u'v' = 0 
and u = u, v = v and p = p. 
With 
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'T' = 
ou 
µ dy - u'v' = (15) 
Eqs . (13) and (14) form a parabolic system of equations which can be 
solved in a finite-difference form by marching in the streamwise 
direction for attached flows. In regions of reversed flow, i . e., 
u < O, it is no longer possible to march the solution in the main flow 
direction (see Figure l); but rather, the correct marching direction is 
in the negative x direction. Fortunately, the streamwise convective 
derivative is generally negligibly small in regions of reversed flow 
and can be neglected or altered sufficiently to permit marching the 
solution in the positive x direction as was suggested first by Reyhner 
and Flugge-Lotz [10]. Subsequent sample laminar flow calculations by 
Carter (32] where solutions obtained by neglecting this term and by 
iteratively marching in the correct direction were compared and measure -
ments in turbulent flow (34] substantiate that the streamwise convective 
derivative is negligibly small for thin separated regions. With this 
additional approximation added to the analysis, and a s suming that the 
boundary-layer assumptions continue to apply for a thin separated 
region, the equations can be put into the following form: 
.!. ~ + .!. <h 
pdx pay (16) 
(17) 
where c = a small (:5 0.2) positive constant when u < 0 and c = 1 
when~> 0. In this study, two different boundary-layer calculation 
procedures were used which differed only in the specification of the 
outer boundary condition. The inner boundary condition is 
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u(x, O) = v(x, O) = 0 (18-a) 
The first of the two procedures is the standard or "direct" method in 
which the outer edge velocity was prescribed: 
u(x, y) ~ u (x) as y ~ m 
e 
(18-b) 
The direct method is suitable for attached flows but becomes singular 
[2] at the separation point. To overcome the singularity and calculate 
through regions of separation, an "inverse" procedure was used whereby 
the displacement thickness was specified: 
r 0 (1 - ~)dy = o*(x) u e (18-c) 
where o*(x) is a prescribed function. This boundary condition was 
satisfied at each streamwise location by an iterative procedure to be 
described in Appendix A. Although the main use of the inverse 
procedure was to calculate through regions of reversed flow in the 
present study, the procedure can also be used for attached flows. 
Equations (15)-(18) were also used for the laminar flow as mentioned 
above. 
For flow which satisfies the boundary-layer assumptions, the 
boundary-layer equations are preferred over the Navier-Stokes equations, 
because the governing equations are much simpler, and as a practical 
matter, the computation time required to solve the boundary-layer 
equations is an order of magnitude less than that required for the 
Navier-Stokes equations. In addition, solutions to the Navier-Stokes 
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equations require the specification of additional boundary conditions, 
which are frequently not known a priori. 
2. Nondimensional forms of the boundary-layer equations 
Tile boundary-layer equations, Eqs. (16) and (17), are written 
below in dimensionless form using the nondimens iona 1 variables: 
u u v v = - = -u u 
0 0 
Pu x pu y 
x 0 y 0 =-- = 
µ. µ. 
(19) 
p 
pgc + ~\ = µ. =-
2 
, 
Pu 
µ. 
0 
where the reference velocity u is often taken equal to a characteristic 
0 
value u . Equations (16) and (17) are thus written as ,. 
I I dU OU dP a [ ( +) au] c u ox + v oy = - dX + OY 1 + µ. oY 
ou ov 
ax + oY = 0 
Tile boundary conditions become 
U(X, 0) = V(X, O) = 0 
U(X, Y) = l as Y ~ = 
(20) 
(21) 
(22-a) 
(22-b) 
for the direct method. For the inverse procedure, the second boundary 
condition is replaced by 
l m (1 - U)dY: Re6* 0 (22-c ) 
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Equations (19)-(22) are applicable to laminar flow by replacing 
u, v, and p by u, v, and p, respectively, and letting ~t = O. 
3. Finite-difference fonnulation for the boundary-layer equations 
The set of nondimensionalized boundary-layer equations (20) -(22) 
is to be solved over the region of interest using a finite-difference 
method. As discussed before, the equations for both laminar and 
turbulent flows remain parabolic so they can be solved by an implicit 
finite-difference scheme (see Figure 2) which computes the entire viscous 
flow from the wall outward [27]: the following finite-difference 
representation of Eqs . (20) and (21) is obtained 
v · 1 · 1- vi+l · + i+ ,J+ ,J =O (23) 
AY+ 
u.+1 ·+1 + u.+1 . - u. ·+1 - u .. l. ,J l. ,J l.,J l.,] 
2AX 
c I u . . I (U. +l . - u . . ) v . . (U. +l . +l - u. +l . -1) * __ l...,_, .._] __ l. _ _.,'-"'J...._ __ l..J., ..._J _ + l. ' J l. ,J l. ' J 
AX (AY+ + AY_) 
In the above, when U. . > 0, c = 1. 0 and when U. . < 0, c = 0. 2. 
l.,J l.,J -
The nondimensional diffusion coefficient M at j + 1/2 and j - 1/2 was 
evaluated as the arithmetic averages of these quantities at neighboring 
integer grid points: 
Mi ·+1 + M . . 
M = ,J l.,J 
i ,j+~ 2 
and (25) 
M .. + M .. l l.,J l.,J-
M .. l... = 2 l.,J-'2 
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j + 1 
6y+ 
~6x--- (if J} -
J ~6x--+ 
~v 
• j - 1 
\' \ \ \ \ .\ \ \ \ \ ' \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ j = 1 
j - 1 j + 1 
Figure 2. Finite-difference grid 
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The centra 1-differenced term distinguished by asterisks in Eq. (24) 
was replaced by an upwind difference whenever the mesh Reynolds number 
in Eq. (24) exceeded two in order to prevent unrealistic ''wiggles" in 
the solution [35] and to ensure diagonal dominance in the solution of 
the algebraic equations by the Thomas algorithm. Using ¢ as a 
surrogate symbol for U, the upwind difference was, when V .. > 0, 
1,J 
and V .. < 0, 
1,J 
( ¢ . +l . +l - ¢ . +l . ) 
1 ,J 1 , J 
v. , Ay 
1,J u + 
(26-a) 
(26-b) 
The difference scheme used for Eq. (24) can be described as fully im-
plicit with lagged or linea rized coefficients [ 27] such as JU. . I , 
1,J 
V . . , M. . +i... , and M . . , . 
1 'J 1 'J "2 1 'J - -'2 
The same difference equations, Eqs . (23) and (24), were used for 
the inverse calculation of the boundary-layer so lutions. Details of 
the difference scheme and the calculation procedure are well -discussed 
in [27). The later is summarized in Appendix A. 
B. Turbulence Modeling 
To compute transitional and turbulent flows in the present study, 
the turbulence model presented in [27) was modified through the use 
of an intermittency function Y. That is, here , 
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(27) 
where µft is the turbulent viscosity for fully turbulent flow and Y 
varies from 0 (laminar flow) to 1 (fully turbulent ) . The model used 
for µft is from [27] and will be su1Imarized below. Treatment of Y 
and the general problem of transition relative to separation bubbles 
will be discussed in the following section. 
1. Turbulence mode 1 
The turbulence model is composed of two parts. The first treats 
the inner part of the flow and the second applies to the outer part. 
In the model, the Reynolds stress was assumed to be related to the 
rate of mean strain as 
(28) 
a . Model for the inner r egion The turbulent viscosity is 
= p£,2 I oul 
µft,in oy (29) 
where the damped mixing length is specified as 
£, = KDy 
in 
(30) 
where K is the von Karman constant and D a damping function for the 
region neares t the wall given by 
lloul 1/2 v D = 1 - exp[ (- ~- ) '-] 
v "Y max 26 
(31) 
In Eq . (30), the von Karman constant, K, was taken as 0.41. 
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b. Model for the outer region The mixing length of the outer 
region is expressed as 
J, = c L 
ot 1 
(32) 
where, for a shear flow of constant width, L will be the shear layer 
thickness o. When o is changing, L will lag o in a manner controlled 
by the relaxation time proportional to o/u for the large eddy ,. 
structure. lbe length scale can be written as 
dL (33) 
where it was assumed that the streaimvise di stance traversed by the 
flow during the relaxation time is 
u 6 
L* e = c2 -u (34) ,. 
and 
L 
u == u ,. ,. 0 (35) 
lbe constants c 1 and c2 are 0.12 and 0.8, respectively. The length 
scale L is obtained from the numerical solution of Eq . (33) obtained 
simultaneously with the solution of boundary-layer equations . In 
predictions to date, l
0
t == 0 . 890 has been used as a basis to obtain an 
initial value for L to start the calculation. 
2. Transition region 
Transition from laminar to turbulent flow very f requently occurs 
just after the point of laminar separation. Under certain conditions, 
the separated laminar boundary layer reattaches to the surface of a 
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body as a turbulent layer, forming a bubble of locally separated flow . 
Tilis is termed a bubble transition as compared to natural transition 
[36). In order to predict flow transition, existing empirical correla-
tions were used for the most part in the present study. Tile existing 
correlations are for natural transition on flat plates or on airfoils. 
No correlations for bubble transition have been found by the author . 
However, for high Reynolds numbers the correlations for natural transi-
tion were found t o provide fairly reasonable predictions of the transi-
tion locat ion and its extent. For relatively low Reynolds numbers and 
strong pressure gradients, the predictions from the existing correla-
tions seemed unreliable. Tilerefore, correlations were developed for 
the latter case making use of available experimental data. 
Tile correlations for predicting the transition location, the ex-
tent of transition region, and the intermittency functi on will be dis-
cussed in order below . 
a. Transition location Tile location of the point of transi -
tion from laminar to t urbulent flow depends upon many factors such 
as, Reynolds number, the streamwise pres sure gradient, the curvature 
and roughness of surface, the turbulence level in the free stream, 
the surface temperature, etc . However, in the present study, Reynolds 
number and the streamwise pressure gradient were considered to be 
the most important factors and the others were not specifically taken 
into account in the analysis. 
For the prediction of the location of the flow transition, the 
correlation suggested by Cebeci, Mos inskis and Smi th [30] for a low 
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free stream turbulence level and based on data obtained for unseparated 
flows was used. The corre lation is 
Ree = 1.174(1 + 22400]Re 0.46 
,tr Re x x 
(36) 
for 1 x 105 < Re < 40 x 106 x -
Thus , the point where the cal culat ed Ree is equal to Ree, tr obtained 
from Eq. (36) is t aken as a transition initia tion point. 
b. Extent of transition region The bubble transition generally 
has a re latively short transition region and sometimes it may even ap -
pear to occur almost instantaneously . Consequently , the cor relations 
for natural transition cannot generally be considered applicable to 
bubble transition especially at low Reynolds number. In the present 
study, two correlations we re used with the assumption that the free s tream 
turbulence level was low. They are: 
(1) when Reynolds number at the separat ion point was r elatively 
5 
high (over 6 "' 8 x 10 ) but the s tre acrMise pressure gradient was only 
moderately adverse, the correlation sugges ted by Chen and Thyson [29] 
was used: 
Re = ARe 0.67 
Ax, tr x,tr (37) 
where A is the function of Mach number and is eva luated as 
A = 60 + 4.68 Me 1· 92 (38) 
so that the extent of the trans ition r egion i s 
AXtr = 
Ax tr 
0.33 
Re x,tr 
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(39) 
(2) when Reynolds number at the separation point was relatively 
low (below 6 - 8 x 105) but the streamwise pressure gradient was 
relatively steep the following expressions were developed based on 
available experimental data. These results will be discussed in 
Chapter IV in detail. 
Re x,t l.059Re + 47720 x,s 
so that the extent of the transition region is 
6x = x (1 . 059 + !7720) tr s e 
x, s 
x tr 
(40) 
(41) 
c . Intermittency function The transition region does not 
have a sharp and continuous front in general, s ince the turbulent spots 
originate in a more or less random fashion. The flow outside the spots 
remains laminar. During the initial period, the growth of spots is 
nonlinear. While moving downstream, the spots grow and merge with one 
another until the flow becomes fully turbulent. These spots were 
identified first by Emmons (37) and the existence of them in boundary 
layer flow has been confirmed experimentally by Schuhauer and Klebanoff 
[38] and others. 
The intermittency function y was introduced by Emmons [37] such 
that Y = 0 for fully laminar and y = 1 for fully turbulent flow . For 
the present calculation, the Dhawan and Narashima correlation [ 28], which 
was obtained by using the source density function of Emmons [37] , 
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was used. The intermittency func tion Y in the streamwise direc tion 
is 
where 
y 1 
x - x tr ~ =--­A 
(42) 
(43) 
for x < x < x and A is a measure of the extent of the transition 
tr - - t 
region frequently taken as 
A= x ly=0.75 - x ly=0.25 
according to (28) . 
However, in the present calculation A was obtained using 
A. = xt - x tr 
1. Governing equation 
C. Inviscid Flow 
(44) 
(45) 
On the basis of the as s umption that the separa tion bubble is th i n, 
the flow around a two-dimensional body can be considered as the invis cid 
potential flow around an apparent body cons isted of the actual solid 
body plus the displacement thickness of the separated flow. Since in 
the inviscid flow a streamline can be replaced by a rigid s urface with-
out affecting the flow on either side, the displacement surface 
in the viscous flow can be replaced by a two-dimensional streamline 
in the inviscid flow. Hence, it is possible to match the solution of 
potential flow at the displacement thickness to that of viscous flow 
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at the boundary layer through an iterative procedure . 
For the matching it was assumed that the growth of the displace-
ment thickness is caused by the combination of sources and sinks 
distributed on the surface of the two-dimensional body in a potential 
flow. Tile stream function can be obtained by superimposing the stream 
function of the inviscid flow around the actual body ~ and the stream 
0 
function of a line source and/or sink flow w due to the displacement 
c 
thickness as 
(46) 
Tile stream function for the line source and/or sink may be written 
as (see Figure 3) 
$ =Jb s 
C TI 
a 
(47) 
where the intensity of the line source and/or sink can be evaluated 
as the following, with the assumption that u and o* are only functions 
e 
of x (see Figure 4), 
or 
u o* + qL'lx 
e 
du 
(u + ~ L'lx) (o* + do* Ax) 
e dx dx 
do* du due do* 2 
qAx = (u - + o* ~)Ax + - - 6x 
e dx dx dx dx 
(48-a) 
(48-b) 
neglecting the last term and rearranging,the intensity of the line 
source and/or sink is obtained as 
q = 
d (u o*) 
e 
dx 
(49) 
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y 
(x', y') 
ljl = CONSTANT 
LINE SOURCE OF STRENGTH 
q/UNIT LENGTH 
x 
Figure 3. Line source on the surface of a two-dimensional body 
ulx+tix 
ulx=x = 
x 
= u + due tix 
e dX 
ljl .. CONST. 
* 
o* + ~~ tix 
LINE SOURCE OF 
STRENGTH q/UNIT LENGTH 
Figure 4 . A segment of line source distributed on a two-dimensional 
body 
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Consequently, Eq. (47) becomes 
1-+a> 1 d(ueo*) -1 *c = n dx tan -CD y' ( I )dX x - x (SO) 
where, t he integr a tion i s evaluated f r om - CD t o +co . 
From the definition of s tream f unction u and v can be obtained as 
and 
v c 
v 
c 
= 
o* c 
- ox' 
c c 
)
2 ,2 dx 
(XI - X + Y 
x ' - x 
dx 
(x ' - x/ + y 12 
For a point which is very close t o the surface of the body, 
can be expanded 
uc ly ' =Ay ' 
in a Taylor series 
"f: 1 d (u ~*) e n dx 
+ .!. e I-fa> d (u o*) n dx -CD 
to obtain 
x ' - x 
dx l 
(X I 
2 + y ' 2 - x) 
- 2 I x' - x 
J-+a> 1 d (ue o*) 1 2 = - ~-d-x~- x' - x dx + O(Ay ' ) -CD n 
y '=O 
(51) 
(52) 
u and c 
(53) 
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XI 2 I 2 
- x (6y ' )dx l 
x )2 + y ' }2 y'=O 
= [!~ ~ _d _< u-~:-*-) dx 2ltiy' + 0(6y'2) 
(x' - x ) j (54) 
Therefore, replacing tiy by thin displacement thicknes s 6*, u on the 
c 
displacement surface can be approximated as 
u 
c 
= 1 I -ta> d(ue6*) __ l__ dx 
TT ..oo dx (x' - x) 
(55) 
u in Eq. (55) is the velocity on the di splacement surface which 
c 
was induced only by the sources and/or sinks di stributed on the surface 
of the body due to the displacement effect of the viscous flow. 
The purpose of the analysis of the present section i s to develop 
a correction to the inviscid flow to account for the displacement affect 
of the separation bubble. This correction , i n the form of a correction 
to the inviscid velocity, can be added t o the inviscid solution already 
available for the airfoil or body without separation by the principle 
of superposition . Consequently, the corrected velocity of a fl uid 
particle on the di splacement surface can be written 
u 
e J
-f<lO d (u 6~'<) 
= u + ! e ~...,-1~~ 
e TT dx (x 1 - x) dx 
0 
-a> 
(56) 
where u is the velocity of the inviscid flow over the airfoil or e 
0 
solid body without separation. 
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2. Numerical integration of the inviscid flow equation 
The inviscid solutions are obtained by integrating Eq. (56). For 
the numerical computation, it was assumed that strong interaction was 
limited to the region x
1 
~ x ~ x2 (see Figure 5). That is, the intensity 
of the line source and/or sink was assumed to be relatively strong 
between x = x
1 
and x = x
2 
(see Figure 6) and to approach zero as x ~ ± ~. 
Consequently, d(u 6*)/dx need only to be calculated in the region 
e 
x1 ::; x ~ x2 using boundary -layer solutions. For the regions of x::; x1 
and x ::'.: x
2 
the following extrapolation (16] was used for the di stribu-
tion of the intens ity of the source and/or sink: 
q I (X) (57) 
where the coefficients b
1
, b
2 
and b
3 
can be computed by matching 
Eq. (57) with d(u 6*) /dx obtained using the boundary-layers solutions 
e 
at x = x 1 and x = x2 . However, in the present predictions b1 and b 3 
were se t equal to zero for convenience. Replacing d(u 6*)/dx by q(x), 
e 
Eq . (55) can be rewritten as 
u = ~u:l 9 I {x) dx + 1x2 9 ~x2 dx + J;= 9 I {x2 dj c x' - x x' - x x' - x 
xl x2 
(58) 
The first and third integrations are performed analytically using 
Eq. (57). The second i ntegral is evaluated numerically using the 
trapezoidal rule where the singularity at x = x' is isolated in the 
same manner as was done by Jobe (39]. Details of the calculation of 
the second integral will be discussed in Appendix B. 
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DISPLACEMENT SURFACE 
INTERACTION REGION 
x - x - 1 
SEPARATION BUBBLE 
x = x2 
SURFACE OF BODY 
Figur e 5 . Schematic diagr am of inter action region on a t wo-dimen sional 
body 
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+q 
q 
-q 
Figure 6. Typical shape of the distribution of a line source or sink 
i n the interact ion region of incompressible , steady, laminar 
flow (nonscaled ) 
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III. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
In this chapter the general method of solution is discussed. 
Two iterative viscous-inviscid interaction methods were used in the 
present study . Tile first method employs the direct procedure for 
calculating the boundary-layer flow and is thereby limited in use to 
fully attached flows. The second method, although developed specifically 
for flows with separated regions, employs the inverse boundary-layer 
calculation procedure so is generally applicable to flows with or with-
out separated regions. For convenience, the former is called 
method A and the latter, method B. Titey are discussed in order below. 
A. Direct Interaction Method for Fully Attached Flows 
For attached flows, the displacement thickness can be obtained 
by the direct method for the boundary-layer solutions using ordinary 
boundary conditions, i.e . , s pecified velocities at the boundary-layer 
outer edge and on the surface of the body. Tile displacement thickness 
is corrected by using under-relaxation factor (RF) such as: 
6*NEW,c = RF x 6*NEw + (l - RF) 6*oLD (59) 
Using the corrected di splacement thickness, the inviscid solution, 
i.e., velocity distribution on the displacement surface, can be ob-
tained by solving Eq . (56). This velocity distribution becomes part of 
the boundary conditions for the boundary-layer equations. In general, 
the iterative calculation is started from the inviscid procedure using 
an assLnned distribution of displacement thickness. llle iteration 
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continues until sufficient convergence of the solution is obtained , 
i.e . 
l u - u I ~n+l en < e 
u 
(60) 
en+l 
This procedure is a conventional direct viscous-inviscid inter-
action method, and generally requires a large number of iterations for 
convergence because the scheme will not converge unless a relatively 
small under- relaxation factor (RF - 0.2) is used. In the present study 
it was found necessary to use a smoothing procedure for the input data 
to the inviscid program , which will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter IV. 
In the present calculation, faster convergence was obtained for 
method A by employing Aitken acceleration [40] for establishing 
the input data to the inviscid calculation. The Aitken acceleration 
requires values obtained at the previous three successive iterations 
to obtain the improved guess for the next step. Using ¢ as a surrogate 
symbol for the values , the displacement thickness 5* in this case, the 
calculation of the input data to the inviscid calculation by the Aitken 
acceleration is given by: 
¢ + ¢ n-1 n - 2 
(61) 
where n denotes the nth iteration step. 
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B. Improved Inverse Interaction Me thod for Separated Flows 
For separated flows, the boundary-layer equations can be solved 
inversely using the prescribed displacement thickness to provide 
boundary conditions. Tilus, using the prescribed displacement thick-
ness distribution, the velocity distribution along the edge of the 
boundary layer is obtained by solving the boundary- layer equations in 
an inverse manner . I t is possible to use this edge velocity from the 
boundary-layer solution to compute a new displacement thicknes s by 
utilizing the inviscid analysis in an inverse mode similar to that 
which was used by Carter and Wornom [16] and Jobe [39]. The inverse 
of Eq. (56) is written: 
J
-fo:> u - u 
d(ue &*) = - ! __ e_____ eo_ dx 
dX TT X 1 - X 
-IX> 
(62) 
One iteration of an inverse viscous-inviscid interaction method i s 
completed by obtaining a distribution of displacement thickness &* 
using Eq. (62). The new displacement thickness distribution will be 
the input data for the boundary-layer solutions at the next iteration. 
In this case, the convergence criteria is 
(63) 
This method also generally requires a large number of iterations due 
primarily to the need to use under-relaxation, just as for method A 
(16) . No calculations were made by this procedure in the present 
study . 
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In an attempt to reduce the computation time, a somewhat uncon-
ventional viscous-inviscid interaction method (Method B) has been 
developed following a suggestion of Carter (24]. In this method, the 
inviscid solution proceeds in the direct mode, utili zing u (x) and 
en+l 
6* (x) as an input and providing a new u (x) as an output . The 
n en+l 
boundary-layer calculation proceeds in the inverse mode utilizing 
6* (x) also as an input and providing u (x) as an output. 
n en+l 
The u (x) 
e 
from the two calculations, inviscid and boundary-layer, will not 
agree until convergence has been achieved. Tile difference between the 
u (x) calculated both ways was used as a potential to calculate an 
e 
improved value for 6*(x). To do this formally, one would seek to 
determine the way in which a change in u would influence 6*. Reasonable 
e 
success was achieved by noting that, for low speed boundary-layer flows, 
a re sponse to small excurs ions in local u tends to preserve the volume 
e 
flow rate per unit width in the boundary layer, i . e ., ue6* =constant. 
Tilis implies that a local decrease in u (x) (associated with a more 
e 
adverse pressure gradient) causes an increase in 6*(x) and a local 
increase in u (x ) (associated with a more favorable pressure gradient ) 
e 
causes a decrease in 6*(x) which would appear to agree with experience. 
This concept is put into practice as follows. Having passed through 
the boundary-layer calculation using 6*(x) to obtain u d . 
eBL an using 
u 6* (x) in the inviscid calculation to obtain u , the new input 
eBL n eINV 
to the boundary calculation is computed by: 
u 
e 
o* BL,n 
n u 
e 
INV,n 
(64 ) 
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One of the main advantages of this method i s that the need to use 
under relaxation can be avoided; in fact, successive over relaxation 
(SOR) can generally be used. Another advantage is that no smoothing 
was needed for the input data to the inviscid program. Consequently, 
use of this method, rather than the conventional procedure, can be ex-
pected to reduce the computation effort considerably. 
For a simple calculation over the interaction region, the boundary-
layer calculation requires much more computer time than the inviscid 
calculation, by a ratio of about four to one. This observation prompted 
a study of ways in which overall convergence might be accelerated by 
making multiple inviscid flow calculations for each boundary-layer 
calculation. It was found that computation time could be reduced 
significantly if, after computing one inviscid calculation, the dis-
placement thickness was updated by Eq. (64), then used immediately to 
recalculate the inviscid flow using a "frozen" distribution of u (x) 
eBL 
in the source term. This is the inner iteration l oop indicated in 
Figure 7. Thus, several new distributions of u can be calculated 
eINV 
before the boundary layer procedure is used to update the u ap-
eBL 
pearing in the inviscid source term. 
At present, the optimum number of iterations of the inner 
loop has not beendetermined. In general, two or three iterations 
seemed to be suitable. In the present calculation three iterations 
of the inner loop with SOR, i.e., RF= 1.8 in Eq. (59 ) , were used 
except for first several (3 or 4) iterations through the outer loop. 
If the procedure is used from the beginning of the calculation, 
wild oscillation in o*(x) obtained at each iteration of the outer 
Figure 7. Skeleton flow chart for the present prediction 
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loop may occur. The criteria fo r convergence of method B was take n 
as, for nth iteration, 
(65) 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Four cases, two laminar flows and two transitional bubble flows, 
have been studied to establish the capabilities of the present viscous-
inviscid interaction calculation. The last two cases will be especially 
interesting as they test the capabilities of the present inverse 
interaction method for fully laminar, transitional, and fully turbulent 
flows. In addition, some boundary-layer predictions without inter-
action are compared with measurements in order to evaluate the models 
used for laminar-turbulent transition. The flows for the present 
predictions were assl.Ulled to be steady, incompressible with constant 
properties. 
A. Prediction of Laminar Flows with Interaction 
Since no experimental data appears to be available for fully 
laminar flows over smooth (free of steps or perturbances) external 
surfaces with separation bubbles, comparisons were made with the 
predictions of Carter and Wornom [16). 
Carter and Wornom [16] calculated the incompressible laminar 
flow over a two-dimensional body using a conventional inverse viscous-
inviscid interaction method. The surface of the body was prescribed 
by 
Y = t sech 4 (x-2.5) (66) 
B 
where t is the depth of a trough as shown in Figure 8. Far upstream 
and downstream of x = 2.5, the surface is essentially flat and the 
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inviscid flow velocity would be expected to be u ~ u e e 
CX> 
They calculated 
two cases, for t = - 0. 015m and t = - 0 . 03m. The interaction region was 
assumed to extend from x 1/L = 1.0 to x2/L = 4.0 for the both cases. 
Carter and Wornom (16) used the boundary-layer equations with vorticity 
and stream functi on variables in their analysis . For the inviscid flow, 
the integral equation obtained from the direct Cauchy integral with 
the small-perturbation approximation was used: 
~-fc 2) dyB 
c (x) = - - dx' x 
PB n 
-CX> 
dx' 
- x ' 
(67) 
where YB is written in terms of the displacement body coordinate y
0
B 
and displacement thickness as 
(68) 
The equation was further simplified after having taken the in-
verse of the integral as 
c (x' ) i= 
p 6 dx' + 
x - x' 
x2 
6 dx' 
c p, (x' ) 1 
x - x' 
(69) 
where 6 is the increment in displacement thickness and the extrapolated 
value of c (x') i s : 
p6 
al a2 a3 
c (x 1) = - + + --
p 1 x' 2 3 
!::. (x') (x 1 ) 
The di splacement thickness thus becomes: 
o*(x) = 1.720~ + !::.(x) 
JReoo,L 
(70) 
(71) 
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where the first term in Eq. (71) corresponds to the displacement thick-
ness fo r a laminar flow over a flat plate [16]. 
In the present calculation, the velocity distribution calculated 
by Eq . (56) for the actual prescribed body (without considering dis-
placement thickness) was used as the inviscid velocity distribution . 
The inviscid velocity distributions for both t = - 0.015 and t = - 0.03 
cases caused flow separation when the boundary-layer equations were 
solved directly using these velocity distributions as boundary condi-
tions at the outer edge. Therefore, f or t = - 0.015 case, even when the 
final flow solution does not have any separated regions, the solutions 
cannot be obtained by solving directly the boundary-layer equations 
with the unseparated inviscid velocities as part of boundary conditions. 
The direct interaction method (method A) was used for the attached 
flow case (t = - 0 . 015) . This choice was made because initially it 
was thought that the computation time for the direct method would be 
less than that for the inverse method since no iterative procedure would 
be needed in meeting the outer boundary condition in the direct method 
for the boundary-layer solutions. Since several refinements in the 
inverse interaction procedure have greatly reduced the number of 
iterations required through the boundary-layer calculation, this ad-
vantage may not be significant. As yet resources have not permitted 
this t = - 0.015 case to be computed in the inverse mode for comparison . 
For the t = - 0.03 case, the inverse viscous-inviscid interaction 
method (method B) was used . 
The results of the present predictions for the both cases are plotted 
in Figures 9-14. They agree well overall with the results calculate d 
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by Carter and Wornom [16] . Especially for the attached flow, the agree-
ment between the two calculation re sul t s is very goo<l (Figures 9, 11 
and 13). The present results were obtained in nine iterations for the 
t = - 0.015 case and 16 iterations for the t = - 0.03 case by using 
the initially assumed displacement thicknes s shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
The convergence criteria (Eqs. (60) and (65)) was s = 5 x 10-4 . The 
calculation was performed in single precision on an ITEL AS/ 5 digital computer. 
The t = - 0.03 case typically required about 67 seconds of CPU time per iteration . 
For the boundary- layer solutions, the interaction region was divided into 262 
and 226 grid points for the case oft= - 0.015 and t = - 0.03, respectively. For 
both cases the interaction region was divided into 61 grid points for the inviscid 
calculations . The displacement thicknesses for both cases were found to return 
to that of the Blasius exac t solution at the end of the interaction 
region. However, the protuberance in the distribution of the dis-
placement thicknes s seems to cause the apparent leading edge of the 
downstream flow to move upstream of the actual leading edge. The 
shift in the apparent leading edge seems to increase as the intensity 
of the viscous-inviscid interaction increases (see Fi gures 9 and 10). 
For the case of t = - 0.03, the displacement thickness is slightly 
higher than the exact solution for a flat plate at x/L = 4.0. 
However, the above argument can be clarified by comparing the computed 
values of the skin-friction coefficient Cf and the shape factor H 
with the values obtained from the exact flat plate solution . The 
computed values of Cf = 0 .001101, H = 2 . 579 and Re
6
* = 1029.5 at 
x/L = 4.01. From the exact solution for a flat plate, Cf can be 
written in terms of Re0* as 
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c = 1.1426 (72) 
f Rec* 
Tilerefore, when Rec*= 1029 .5, Cf is obtained as 0 . 001110 . The shape 
factor for the exact solution is about 2.592 . The differences between 
the computed values and the value s obtained from the exac t solutions 
for Cf and H based on the displacement thickness at x/L = 4.01 are less 
than 1%. 
In the present calculation, the edge veloci t y does not quite 
return to u for downstream of the trough (see Figures 11 and 12 ) . 
Q) 
D'le net effect of the viscous displacement thickness on the inviscid 
flow appears to be a slight flow acceleration u /u ~ 1.01 at x/L = 4.01. e m 
A small acceleration was also observed in the interaction calculation 
made by Brune, Rubbert and Nark [18] for laminar flow over a flat 
plate. However, the accelerati on does not a ppear in the Carter and 
Wo rnom calculations [ 16] s ince they neglected that part of the growth 
of the displacement surface attributable to a flat plate in their 
analysis t o be consistent with the second-order boundary-layer theory 
[41] . In the pre sent study the second-order theory was not used because 
it i s difficult or even impossible to apply to complex transitional or 
turbulent flows over general two-dimensional bodies such as airfoils . 
However, in order to compare the present method with that used by 
Carter and Wornom [16), the invisc id ve locity distribution for the 
case of t = - 0.015 was recalcula ted with the elimi nation of the effect 
induced by the growth of the boundary layer over a flat plate. The 
results were found to agree very well with the calculations of Carter 
and Wornom [16] as shown in Figure 11. Consequently, the predictions 
5 7 
o[ the prcHcnl mcllwd c.'.ln h e s uld to he ln good agr eement with the 
method in [16] at least for the t = - 0 .015 case. 
Small differences between the present results and the results 
calculated by Carter and Wornom [16] may also be attributed to round-
off errors, the differences in the form of governing equations, the 
expression used for the strength of the line source and/or sink 
(present method uses d(u 6*)/dx whereas u d6*/dx was used in [16]), 
e e 
and the grid size in the numerical computation. 
During the calculation, the inviscid solutions of the direct 
viscous-inviscid interaction method (method A) were found to be very 
sensitive to the smoothness of the input data . Small wiggles in the 
distribution of displacement thickness were frequently magnified during 
successive iterations. In order to prevent the troublesome wiggles, 
a smoothing formula for a first degree least-square approximation 
relevant to three points [42] was employed at every iteration step. 
To establish the 61 initial assumed values of displacement thickness, 
the spline under tension package developed by Cline [43] was used 
to interpolate as needed between the small number of fixed values . 
111e present inverse interaction method (method B) f or separated 
flows does not require a smoothing procedure for the small wiggles 
which may appear in early steps of the iteration. Consequently, 
for the predictions of the t = - 0.03 case and the two transitional 
separation bubble cases, the smoothing procedure was not used. It 
was also found that any discontinuities in the distribution of the 
initial displacement thickness at the interaction starting point, x
1
, 
does not effect the convergence of the solution as demonstrated in 
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Figure 9. The relaxation factor for the method A (used for the t = 
- 0.015 case) was increased successfully from 0.2 to 0.4 after 
three iterations. 
For the computation time, the present interaction methods 
(methods A and B) appear to be quite economical compared to the 
Carter and Wornom method (161 which took 64 iterations to get 
4 
€ = 1 x 10 (Eq. (63)) for the t = - 0.03 case. 
B. Prediction of Transitional Separation Bubbles 
1. Preliminary discussion 
In order to demonstrate the capability of the present method for 
the prediction of transitional separation bubbles, measurements by 
Gault [44] and Gaster (45] for short separation bubbles at low free 
stream turbulence levels were taken as test cases. The present calcula-
tions were also compared with the results computed by Briley and 
McDonald [9]. 
In real flows with separation bubbles , the trans ition from laminar 
to turbulent flow is almost always observed just after separation. 
'llle flow downstream of the reattachment point thus becomes transitional 
or turbulent. At present, the phenomena and mechanism of the flow 
transition is not fully understood. Therefore, although several 
correlations for the prediction of flow transition exist in (23, 28-
30, 46], a general prediction of transition is impossible at present. 
The situation for bubble transition is even worse in that no use-
ful correlations for transition have been found yet. Consequently, 
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the turbulence modeling for the region of flow transition associated 
with separation bubbles was one of the most difficult parts of the 
present study . 
In the transition region , turbulent viscosity in Eq. (15) was 
calculated by using Eq . (27), i.e., µt = µfty. The turbulent viscosity 
for fully turbulent flow µft and intermittency function y were obtained 
by using the turbulence model (model D) in [27) and the correlation sug-
gested by Dhawan and Narashima [28), respectively . Tilis modified 
turbul ence model was tested for natural transition over a flat plate 
at low free stream turbulence. The predicted mean velocity profiles 
in the transition region are compared with the measurements by Schubauer 
and Klebanoff [38) in Figure 15. 
The extent of the transition region was calculated with use of the 
correlations suggested by Dhawan and Narashima [28), and Chen and 
Thyson [29). The latter was found to give a shorter transition 
region than the former when the Mach number was zero . Both results 
agree well with the measurements, although near the transition starting 
point, the comparisons suggest that the predicted turbulent viscosity 
is slightly too large. The skin-friction coefficients were also 
calculated from the fully laminar to the fully turbulent region. 
Tile results agree very well with the Blasius exact solution [23) in 
the laminar region and with the correlation suggested by Spalding and 
Chi [47] in the turbulent region as can be noted in Figure 16 . For 
this comparison, the Dhawan and Narashima correlations [28) was used 
to calculate the extent of the transition region. 
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In order to find correlations which give reasonable predictions 
for bubble transition, the exis ting correlations in [23, 28-30, 46] 
were evaluated . The results showed that some of the correlations, i.e., 
Eqs. (36) and (37), reasonably predicted bubble transition when the 
local Reynolds number at the separation point was relatively high and 
the streamwise pressure gradient moderately adverse as was the case 
for the measurements of Gault (44]. When the local Reynolds number at 
the separation point was relatively low and streamwise pressure gradient 
relatively strongly adverse as in the experiments of Gaster (45], the 
predictions were poor. 
For the Gaster case, Eq . (36) was used to predict the transition 
initiation point even though the agreement with the measurements was 
not especially good (see Figure 25). A better, generally applicable 
correlation has not yet been identified. 
The correlation used to predict the extent of transition for the 
Gault case, Eq. (37), was not satisfactory at all for the flow conditions 
of Gaster's experiments, where transition apparently occurred over a 
very short length. The correlation was found to provide a very long 
bubble such that the reattachment point was not observed within the 
region under consideration . Consequently, the argument between the 
predictions and the experimental results of Gaster (45] was very poor 
downstream of x = 0 . 282 m using this correlation. Nearly all the 
experimental data for flow conditions in this regime (44, 45, 48, 49] 
indicate that fully turbulent flow was observed before reattachment, 
i.e., near the flow turning-down point for the bubble. This turning-
down point usually occurs near the end of the relatively constant 
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pressure region which is always observable for real separation bubbles. 
In order to satisfactorily predict this lower Reynolds number 
separation bubble, it was assumed that transition ended at the end of 
the nearly constant pressure region of the bubble and a correlation 
was developed for this point using the available experimental data 
[44, 45, 48), which are plotted in Figure 17. The following correlation 
between the local Reynolds number at the separation point and that at 
the end of the relatively constant pressure region was obtained by 
polynomial curve fitting: 
Rext ' = 1.059 Rexs + 47720 (73) 
where Re , is the Reynolds number at the end of the relatively constant 
xt 
pressure region. Equation (73) is only valid for a low freestream 
turbulence level . In order to calculate the extent of the transition 
region, Eq. (73) was used by replacing Rext' with Rext (see Eq . (40)). 
Equation (40) was found to give reasonable predictions for the extent 
of transition region when the local Reynolds number at the separation 
point was relatively high and the adverse pressure gradient was rela-
tively steep to moderate. More work needs to be undertaken to establish 
the range of validity of these correlations more quantitatively. 
2. Measurements of Gault 
One of the measur ements by Gault [44) for transitional separation 
bubbles occurring near mid-chord on an NACA 66
3 
- 018 symmetric airfoil 
at zero angle of incidence was taken as a test case . '11le data were ob-
tained at a chordal Reynolds number Re of 2 x 106 and free stream 
c 
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turbulence level Tu of 0.15 - 0.2%. The initial unseparated inviscid 
velocity distribution was obtained from Gault's (44] measurements at 
the highest Reynolds number of Re = 1 x 107 for which no separation 
c 
was observed to occur. 
Briley and McDonald [9] computed this transitional bubble by 
solving the two-dimensional time-dependent form of the Navier-Stokes 
equations written in terms of vorticity and stream function and the 
boundary-layer equations as an initial value problem in time and by 
accounting for the viscous-inviscid interaction. Their results 
agreed fairly well with the measurements . However, since their 
solutions near the reattachment point changed significantly as the 
mesh was refined, some doubt exists as to whether their calculation 
method actually removed the separation point singularity. Even aside 
from the question of the singularity, a convergent and thereby ac-
ceptable solution is generally considered to be one for which the 
changes resulting from mesh refinement are negligibly small . 
The present predictions obtained after 17 iterations are shown in 
Figures 18-21 along with the measurements by Gault [44] and the results 
calculated by Briley and McDonald [9]. The solutions were converged to 
e = 1.882 x lo-3 and e = 1.495 x lo-4. The overall agreement max avg 
of the present results with the measured edge velocity distribution 
and the mean velocity profiles is fairly good as can be seen in 
Figures 18-21. The present results also agree qualitatively with 
Briley and McDonald results [9]. The differences between the two 
solutions are especially noticeable near and downstream of the reattach-
ment point. The main reason for the disagreement in this region is 
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thought to be differences in the treatment of the transition region. 
In the present calculation, the transition initiation point was 
predicted at x/c R$ 0.68 and the intermittency function at the end of 
the interaction region (x/c = 0.81) was obtained as 0.736. Briley 
and McDonald [9] obtained fully turbulent flow at the end of the 
interaction region. 
In contrast with the results reported by Briley and McDonald [9], 
only very small changes in the predictions by the present method were 
noted when the streamwise mesh size was reduced by nearly 50% in the 
interaction region as can be seen in Figures 22 and 23. Refinement of 
the mesh size made a small oscillation in the distribution of skin-
friction coefficient observable near the reattachment point as shown 
in Figure 22. Also small changes in the mean velocity profiles can 
be noted in Figure 23. 
The relatively constant pressure region obtained in the present 
prediction (see Figure 18) was found to have approximately the same 
length as that calculated by using Eq. (73). Tile bubble length was 
predicted to be approximately 9% of the chord. 
It should be mentioned that the treatment of the flow of the Gault 
case as fully laminar flow throughout the interaction region resulted 
in no reattachment of the separated flow, at least in the interaction 
region. 
3. Measurements of Gaster 
An additional comparison with experimental results was made for 
a transitional separation bubble on a flat plate under a relatively 
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Figu re 23 . Effect of streamwise mesh size on mean veloc ity profiles 
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strong adverse pressure gradient . Case III of series II in [45] was 
taken as a second test case for transitional separation bubbles . Gaster 
(45] made his tests on a flat plate on which he induced a suitable 
pressure gradient leading to bubble formation by means of adjusting an 
auxiliary airfoil set over the plate. The l ocal Reynolds number at 
6 the separation point was relatively low (about 0. 38 x 10 ) . The 
free stream turbulence level was about 0.05%. The separation bubble 
occurred under conditions similar to that causing the separation bubbles 
near the leading edge of airfoils, i.e., relatively low local Reynolds 
number at the separation point and relatively high adverse pressure 
gradient. The main difference between the experimental conditions and 
a flow over an airfoil is the surface curvature of the body. 
Gaster [45) measured two kinds of pressure distributions in his 
experiment. One was the pressure distribution obtained when the separa-
tion bubble occurred, and the other was that obtained when the bubble 
was suppressed by tripping the boundary layer on the plate . The latter 
was therefore used as the initial unseparated inviscid velocity in the 
present calculation. 
For the prediction of the flow transition, as mentioned before, 
Eqs. (36), (41), and (42) were used. 
The calculation results obtained at the 15th iteration were 
plotted in Figures 24 and 25. The convergence of the solution in 
this case, e ; 6.828 x 10-3 and ~ ; 1 . 249 x 10-2 after 15 avg max 
iterations, was somewhat slower than that of the previous Gault 
case. The velocity distribution agrees fairly well with the experimental 
results, although the predicted constant pressure region has a shorter 
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Figure 24 . Comparison of predicted pressure dis tribution with experimental data of Gaster 
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extent than the measured one. The mean velocity profiles agree well 
with the measurements except at the point x = 0 . 282 m. These disagree-
ments were apparently caused by the poor prediction of the transition 
initiation point. The measured velocity profile at x = 0.282 m shows 
that the flow is laminar at that point. This is clear from the comparison 
of the measured velocity profile with the pro f ile calculated for fully 
laminar flow as shown in Figure 25. The calculated laminar velocity 
profile was obtained at the 12th iteration. The present prediction 
for the flow transition provided the transition initiation and end 
point at x = 0.268 m and x = 0.292 m, respectively. Consequently, 
assuming that the flow transition initiates near x = 0.282 m, the 
ratio between the transition end and initiation point becomes xt/xtr 2 
1.035 (~ 1.0) . Therefore, the flow transition can be said to occur 
almost instantaneously in this case. It should be noted that the 
existing correlations for the extent of the transition region were 
found t o provide such a long separation bubble that the reattachment 
point was not observed in the interaction region. Thus, the correla-
tions could not be used in the Gaster case. The extent of the pre-
dicted bubble was almost twice of that of the measured one. 
Because of this unexpected result, the interaction region initially 
taken in this calculation was found to be shorter than might be de-
sirable. If a longer region had been taken, better re sults might have 
been obtained . This point will be checked in future work. In this 
calculation, the interaction region was divided into 208 grid points 
in the streamwise direction for the boundary layer solutions and 37 
grid points for the inviscid solutions. 
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During the two calculat ions for the transitional separation 
bubbles , some problems in the convergence were experienced at a few 
points near the reattachment point where the convergence became very 
s low. 'nlis might have been caused by use of too large a value for the 
over-relaxation parameter or round-off errors. However, if better 
correlations or turbulence models for the prediction of flow transi-
tion become available, it is believed that more reliable solutions can 
be obtained since the most uncertain aspect of the present prediction 
method is thought to be the modeling for l aminar to turbulent transi-
tion. 
It should be noted that the two transitional separati on bubble 
cases, the Gault and Gaster cases, typically required about 60 and 27 
seconds of CPU time per iteration, respectively . 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Two viscous-inviscid interaction calculation procedures for fully 
attached flows and flows with separation bubbles have been studied. 
They were found to be fairly economical in terms of computation time and 
to provide reasonable predictions for the steady incompressible flows. 
For flow of low freestream turbulence with transitional bubbles, when 
the local Reynolds number at the separation point is relatively high 
and the adverse pressure gradient is relatively low to moderate, the 
existing correlations for natural transition can be successfully 
coupled with the present viscous-inviscid interaction method (method B) 
to provide reasonable predictions. When the separation Reynolds 
number is relatively low and the adverse pressure gradient is relatively 
high to moderate, no existing correlations were found to provide 
reasonable predictions of the bubble transitiono However, in the latter 
case, a correlation was obtained between the local Reynolds number at 
the separation point and at the end point of the relatively constant 
pressure region within separation bubbles, from which the transition end 
point was reasonably predicted . The flow transition for the latter 
case was found to occur almost instantaneously before the reattachment 
point, so that the flow downstream of the reattachment point was fully 
turbulent. Since the separation bubble of the latter case occurs under 
the conditions which often cause bubbles near the leading edge on air-
foils, it would seem that the present viscous-inviscid interaction method 
should be applicable for these leading edge bubbles although it may be 
necessary to account for the effect of the surface curvature. 
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One of the advantages of the pres ent method is the simplicity of 
the governing equations . That is, for thin separating laminar or transi-
tional bubbles , it does not appear necessary to solve the Navier- Stokes 
equations . For transitional separation bubbles, the turbulence model 
in [27] was successfully used for the evaluation of turbulence in the 
transition region although further study and improved prediction of the 
transition phen omena is definitely needed . During the calculation the 
separation point singularity has not been observed o 
For laminar flow with or without separation bubbles, small ac-
celerations in the velocity along the boundary layer were obtained with-
out using second- order theory [41] . An effect of the protuberance in 
the distribution of displacement thickness on the downstream flow was 
also found . The effect seemed to increase as the magnitude of the 
protuberance increased. 
In f uture work, consideration should be given to the possible in-
fluence of the assumed length of the interaction region on the results . 
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VIII. APPENDIX A: METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR THE 
BOUNDARY-LAYER EQUATIONS 
The algorithm for the boundary-layer solutions employs Eq. (24) 
to obtain Ui+l,j for all j in the boundary layer using specified boundary 
values for Ui+l,j at the wall and outer edge starting from initially 
specified U. . 's and employing the Thomas algorithm for solving the 
l. ,] 
tridiagonal system of algebraic equations. V.+l . 's are then obtained 
l.: , J 
from Eq. (23) solving from the wall outward. 
All calculations were started by using the direct calculation mode. 
The switch to the inverse procedure was easily implemented since the 
numerics for the two procedures are identical; i.e., the difference 
equations themselves are solved in precisely the same way with u 
e 
specified as an outer boundary condition. The distinction between the 
two methods lies in the fact that for the inverse procedure, the 
specified u was varied in successive iterations at a given streamwise 
e 
station until the solution obtained satisfied the specified value of 
displacement thickness as determined by comparing the O* computed from 
the velocity distribution with the specified value. The appropriate 
value of u needed to satisfy the boundary condition on o* was determined 
e 
by considering o* - o*B.C . to be a function of ue at each streamwise 
calculation station, o* - o* = F(u ) and seeking the value of u to B.C . e e 
establish F = 0 by a variable secant [50) procedure. This usually 
required three or four iterations. Two initial guesses for u were 
e 
supplied to start the variable secant procedure. Convergence was 
determined when lo* - o*B.C. l/o*B.C. was less than a tolerance which 
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was never lar ger than 0 . 0001 . This is a summary of the calculation 
procedure for the boundary- layer solutions discussed in [27] . 
Mos t of the calculations were performed using constant grid spacing 
in the y direction but variable grid spacing i n the x direction . In 
the calculation of turbulent flow , when constant grid spacing did not 
provide points in the viscous sublayer, variable grid spacing i n the 
y direct ion was used in order t o maintain several points in the viscous 
s ublayer. 
For transitional separation bubbles, the laminar boundar y- layer 
equations were solved initially . When the laminar - turbulent transition 
was predicted the turbulent viscosity and intermittency func tion wer e 
calculated at every streamwise gr i d point to obtain µ + µft y for 
viscosity (see Section B of Chapter II) o 
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IX. APPENDIX B: METHOD OF SOLUTION FOR THE 
INVISCID FLOW EQUATION 
The second integral of Eq. (58) can be written [51] as 
{2 f x2 x2 9 (x) d.x - q(x) - q(x') dx - q(x') 1 dx x' - x x - x' x - x' 
xl xl . xl 
(74) 
or 
{2 9~x) -{2 9(x2 - g~x'} xl - x' dx dx + q(x')ln 
x' - x x - x' x2 - x' 
xl xl 
(75) 
where x
1 
< x' < x 2• 
Since x' cannot be either of the limits of integration of the above 
equation, as Jobe [39] indicated, the limits of the integrals of the as-
symptotic expansions are allowed to overrun at the end points of the 
second integral region by /::,;x , The first part of the right- hand side 
of Eq . (75) contains the singularity . The singularity is isolated as 
follows [39]: 
Eq. (7 5) is rewritten as 
l
x 2 
xl 
q(x) dx 
x' - x 
q(x) - 9(x') 
x - x ' 
x+tix 
9. (x' 2 dx + l 
x ' 
x-tix 
l
x2 
dx + q(x) - 9(x') 
x - x ' 
x
1 
- x' 
q(x') ln _ x' 
x2 
x+/::,;x 
(76) 
where the second on right may be expanded in a Taylor series expansion 
about x: 
x+llx 
J 9(x) - 9(x') dx = x - x ' x-llx 
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2 dq(x) llx + O(~x) 
dx 
where dq(x)/dx is evaluated using a standard differencing method. 
It should be mentioned that, as Briley and McDonald [9] also 
(77) 
pointed out, the corrected term of the edge viscosity, u , is not 
e 
c 
zero at the interaction starting point. In order to eliminate the 
discontinuity a constant was added to u at each calculation point in 
e 
c 
the interaction region. 
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X. APPENDIX C : EX.AMPLE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
For the readers' convenience, this appendix contains a listing of 
the computer program for the viscous-inviscid interaction method (see 
Chapter III) . Programs for solution of the boundary-layer equations 
and for solution of the inviscid f low equation including the interac tion 
calculati on are listed in order below. It should be noted that the 
list of the programs is not exactly the same form as is shown in 
Figure 7, i.e ., the outer loop procedur e is not comple tely listed . 
Some of the minor subroutines, such as the program for Aitken accelera -
tion, and the spline under tension package, are not listed . 
A. Computer Program f or Solution of 
the Boundary-Layer Equations 
In this section, the computer program used t o solve the steady, 
incompressible boundary-layer equations for att a ched or separated flows 
is lis ted. The computer code consists of a main program and seven 
subroutines. The main program r eads in the da ta and logic parameters, 
initializes all necessary quantities , coordinates the subroutines, 
calculates needed parameters, and prints out important results . The 
subroutines and their function s are: 
(1) UVEL2, which calculates the main flow velocity component, 
U,+l ., at the new X location for all j's by solving the implicit 
1 ,] 
finite~difference equations . 
(2) UVELl, whi ch calculates the maximum allowable 6X step size 
for the stability of the standard explicit s tarting me thod. This 
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explicit procedure was designed to provide initial starting data for 
multi-step methods such as Dufort-Frankel. As such it was not actually 
needed fo r the present implicit procedure, but was used for a few 
steps for the convenience it offered in the determination of the initial 
step size. 
(3) SY, which solves for all unknowns in a tridiagonal system of 
equations using Thomas algorithm. 
(4) MIXLEN, which calculates turbulent mixing length for transi-
tional and turbulent flows. 
(5) TRAN9, which is used to predict flow transition from laminar 
to turbulent flow and to calculate the intermittency function. 
(6) SPLICO, which is used to set up coefficients for cubic spline 
interpolation . 
(7) SFINT, which is the program for the cubic spline interpola-
tion. 
The main program and these s ubroutines are listed in order below. 
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XCHA? 
OUTP .JT 
11 LE:.RC: 
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ME T HOD I $ U:.. lO 
VALU E OF ~CCU ~T AT WH I CH INV ERS E PROCEDURE 
T ~R MI NAT ES . 
~c TERMI NfS I F DE LS TAR J S TO Bf. CO MPUT ED ANO PRINTED 
AT E VE RY S TC? EVE N I N D I RE CT MO OE , YE S IF LO S l.LT. O 
DET ERMIN ES IF TUPBULE~T KIN E T IC ENERGY EOU~TI ON I S ro 
Bt SOLVEU , YF S IF KETST.L T . O 
I f IFPP C NE . o , INPUT DATA 1 5 PRESSURE GR AD I E NT 
AND NOT VlLOC.ITY D I S TRI BU TI ON 
FllR NO T ~ A NS ITI UN , 1. ;::_ ., COMPLET E LAMI NAR OR 
TUPoUL EN T FLOW COU AL TO 1 . 0 . F O~ T RA~SlTI ON o EOUAL TO 
c . o 
R ESEARCH ~A~ AME T ER NOT PRESE NTL Y "'EEDEO , SE T EOU AL T O 
I , 0 
Ir ZAP . NE .1. 0 PkESSURE GR AD I ENT ANO OTHER NECESS ARY 
I NFORMATI ON I ~ PRIN TED AT E VERY X ST EP . 
USE D ONLY IF S ULlJT I CN I S BEG UN DOWNS TR EAM OF TH E 
L C: AD I NG ED<>E . IF sc . IF HERM AN. EO .o. o THE STEP S I ZE 
IN X I S F I XCO AT THAT FRO M THE INI TIAL PROFIL E . 
k C ::. l: ... RC H Ttlt lL ru :3ll P~E S SUR E TO ZERO IMMEDIAl t LY 
UPON t:>.r Cull QN . I t PLl F<N . Gr . o . o LERO P RESSURE GRAOl [.N T 
WI LL 111 • C..~ l <.1'o t l) II THL PF<E ~~URE uRAOI ENT AT Tit£ 
1-'fHVIOU'• ). I vC Arl llN I :.. NEG Al! VL . 
kl '... ~.A l~(.tl 1'1\HA ML , l I< 1\0 L CJNl.Lk u ~tu . ANY VALUE OKA Y 
X D l STA NC::E I~ FT , ~FT ER WH IC H THE STEP S IZE l S TC 
8£G IN D~Ch~A S I NG . 
iJc.R<.ENTAC.c. CF ;:>i:; E. V I CllJS S TEP S IZE MULTI PLE WHIC H J S TO 
BE USE D TY P ICA LL Y O . ~d OR 0 . 95 
~UL T l~L ~ er OX7 W~lCH I ~ TH E ~I N JMUM ALL OWED 
TYP ICALLY A3 0UT Q , J , ~NC E THE MULTIPLE OF THE S T E? 
S IL E OEL X RE ACHES T~I S VALUE NC FURTHER REDUCTI ON IN 
S TEP S ! Z C I ~ PCS ~ I B LE . 
S AME AS S MALL auT FOR MAXIM UM ALL OWA BLE MULTI PLE . 
D I S TA NC E: l~ F1 , Pl . S T lll H ICH THE S T EP S JZ E WILL BEG II\ 
I NCR EA S I Nl. 
NU L ONGL~ u Sc O . G I VEN VAL UE 2 .0 
I ... THI. ~ l~f.IW AUCJ\Jl /LRO \ll Hl~H I S ALL OWE D F CJR 
~ ON VEP<.l NC • u f TH'." VA R I Ab L c SF.CANT METHOD USED I I\ 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
·-
c 
c 
c 
(. 
c 
-:: 
(: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
(: 
i:: 
(. 
c 
.:; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
LMT 
NL Wl 
"INEG 
NX TR'-r' 
MT ti (, 
us 
XMUS 
RHOS 
DE LY 
VII 
DXF 
i) X7 
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I NVCR:-.r; MC'L)L 
CIJlo~ l~•PCll'.1> , 11 , 11 11 NU ~l -q I; 1 1 >. :, 11 IJ' , MA l"' CHI •> 
I Nill 1 l~LI N •'I I.'• IN 11\ (, 1 ( 11/\N! .f '. IN I Ill X (,!-< I II . U ' I lJ I I. I· 
llCJ T tl I NC"fd .- .., 1 ~.i1o ANU Gl:CIH A ~. IN l , ULLX . 1:.XAMPI I II L Ml - 1 
Tli ( ~ T "-P ~.S it:. llolll t![ CH Al'.lJ lD EVEl<Y UTHE;~ ~ ll P . 
CONTR0L P Ah AM LTCh l C ~VO IO EXCESS IVE RUN TIMtS JF 
ERq OR CCCUR~ . I F NU WBE~ OF X S TEPS <MCOUNT). GE . NL MT 
SOLU TJC. N S TCPS . 
CUvNTEP ~ H I CH DCSl~~AT :s ~UMBER C.F x STEPS TO BE 
TAl< !: N PA ST ~-EP .. fi ATI ON (U( J, (! ) )0 . 0 ) MAY BE Dl SREG .\ RDEC 
DEPEN~ l ~G LN MROP . 
~ CSEAkCH ~ AR AMET cK "'o LUNGER USF0 . ANY INTE\.E P VAL UE 
OK AY 
NO LON<.,tk U~[J , SHOUL0 ~f; S l l TU J 
REF . Vf;LLlCllY FOk NCNU IME NS I ONAL I LATI ON . AN Y VAL UL 
uKAY r-u~ EQUAL y SPACING OPT I ON(LJNUP .LT . o >. FUk v~EOU~L 
Y S PAC IN \. OP TI ON ( LINOP . GE .O l T YPI CALLY US ED F UI< 
TUR BUL EN T FLOW US I ~ INT ERPRETED AS A REPRESE"'T ~ TI V E 
FRICTI ON VcLOC ITY T G EST ABLISH Y-GRID. 
= FR EE ST RE AM IN F INITY ABS . VI SCOS ITY (LBM/FT SEC > 
USEU FOR NONDIMENS ICNALIZATION. 
= F~EE ST REAM INFINITY DE NSITY (L BM/FT••3 ) USED FG~ 
NONOCMEN S IONALl ZATI CN . 
= DE LTA Y GR I D SP ACING IN FT, VAL UE ONLY US ED FCk 
EOUAL SPAC INGCL INOP .LT.Ol 
NOR MAL VELOC ITY AT THE WA LL • FOR a L OWING OR S UCTICN 
, HAS NEV E;R BEEN USED F OR THIS TH ESIS . (FT/S EC) 
USED AS ~ULT C PLE OF DEL X TO BE USEO( ONLY FOR ST ANDA~D 
E XPLIC IT ) X STEP S I LE ECUAL S DXF•DELX (FROM STAND ARD 
EXPLICIT STABILITY) TYPI CALLY 0 . 9 
S IMILA R TU UXF BUT USED FOR CONTINUIN~ CAL(. HIS MAY 
C VARY ACCQP~ I NG TO XCH A, XCH A2 , PERCGt S MALL, eIG oAND LMT. 
C Il IS MU LT I PLIER OF THE TH I CK NESS , llH ICH I S USED AS 
C X ST EP S I LE • 
~ •••NOTE*** WHEN CONTINUI NG FROM DI SK , DX7 MUST ALSO &E SU PPLI ED CN 
-: A S INGL E CAH:J J UST BEFORE S I GMA 
c 
'= 
c 
i: 
c 
UREF 
TEST 
FQ E~ S Tl~EAM INFIN I TY U VELOCITY ( FT/S EC) WILL VARY 
AS SOLUTI G~ P~OCEEDS , US I S FIXED . 
VAL UE USED TO CHECK FOR EDGE OF a .L. IFIU(J)•US/U~EF ) 
. GE . TEST, EDGt 1 $ LCCATED AT THAT J VALUE . T YPIC AL LY 
0 . 9995 
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c 
C RF , RFU , RFC S RESt:ARCH P AR AME:TER S NU L Ul\GlR U$(1) , l~FU ~; HllULO l'I .L 1 • 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
..:: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
'= 
c. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PRK 
CKE 
FST 
MROP 
LC.RT 
LLUTC> 
N.->~ I .\1 1 
LUC? 
LVCP 
NJ 
LPCP 
LDF 
UPDA TE 
MK 11 Z:i.J 
0 I F SlJ r-F ANl) .-FL> !> (.'. "N ll AV E ANY VAL UL 
TURa PRJ.t-DTL " FORK . E .. O"LY NEEDclJ I r 1<.tr~-.T . Lr . o 
C LNSTA NT IN rKL,CNLY NEEUED IF KElST .LT. O 
FRE E3TREAM TvRB LC.VLL r OR TK E EOt- . ONLY NEEDED IF 
KC:TS T . LT . O 
LOGIC PARAME TER IF(MROP.LT.O) OUTPUT LOC All LN PA S T 
SEP ARATION I ~ BA:it.O CN 1.HSlANCE CR CTt-ER INPUT . IF GC 
. O CALC ULATI ON WILL S TOP AT SEPARATICt- CR ACCCPD ft- G 
TL NNEG . 
LAMll\A ~ CR TUR eULtNT . LT . o FOR LAM IN A~ 
LT . a SETS EQUAL y S PA;fNG . GE . o VARlA &LE TU~d GRID 
I F (L OU TD. LE . Ol PRGFI L E DATA IS TO BE GvTPUT FOR ~TA~T 
~? DO• h STREAM CF THE L • E • 
, . L T. O ~IL L USE ENERG Y EOUATf Ot-
DC.TERMINI.<· l lUw OUTPUT 1 5 OE lfRMINED . 
! F ( NPr. I N T. LL oOlVALU ES OF NP1 , NP2 , XP3 (J) , NP(P , XP4 {J) 
A"<E Nt:t.uE:.O . I F . GT. c [ QUALS "'Ul•mD< UF x S TC.PS BETWEE:." 
f'f.llNTL1.J1 S . It. IF l\PRl~1T= 25 Evun 25 $ T C. PS OUTPUT 
¥.ILL ucru R . 
s .. F i:: TY ,.> ,lR~MflEP . IF (l\PRINT.LE . O) LCJOP . LE . o. 
IF ( NP~JNT , G T . O) LOCP SHGULD T.l KE L " L • RGEST MC CUNT 
ALLuwEJ SLFG~E T ER MINATI ON . 
IF ( LVU P . EO .! ) INITIAL PROFILE I S NOl\Ut-IFURM AN D I S 
DATA l•~UT FRUM DO ~ NS TREA M OF L . E . SEc STATE~EN T 3000 
TA~ES WLUE ~F CDGE LCCATIOh . T h l S I ~ USU ALLY ~SEO AS 
U~PEM ~CUN~ ~N INTEGRA TIO~ IN Y DIRtCTIUN . 
= N..JMo)cl> C.. f r=r..r:t. S TMEAM u • s INl-'U T FOR PF=".E!.!.UP.F- Gf<l' O IE 
rn FLC11. . IF . v T. 0) XU(J) ANO YU ( J) A "'D 5 1(,MA ARE 
F-EOU I PE.J J,._PuT . 
IF . Le . Ci IJl:> I GNAT i.S ft<...lo STkt: AM I S CON !> TA NT . 
I F (L OF . LT . v) IMPLICll SCHEME I S TG Ot US~D AN D A e~ IL O 
Fl DLS l uN AT ~S ~~GUN T WH ERE !"°VERSE PRUC EC>URE E~G I NE~ . 
lf ( LDF . ~E .OJ S T4N 0 6 RO EXPL ICIT I ~ USED . "°O INVEhSE 
MOL) ~ 
NO LLJN~L~ us_o . SlT= l O 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r.: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
i: 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r.: 
c 
XE 
NPI 
NP 2 
XP3 ( J) 
NPCR 
XP4(J) 
NOEL 
XT 11;( J l 
YT'W(J) 
S I GMA 
XU (J) 
YU(J) 
NOP T!ON 
XTRFP T 
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LAR~ L~ T ALLUWABL c X DIS TANC E BEYOND WHICH TH E CALCUL A 
TlUN 'WILL STGP. 
II NPR I NT WA ':> .L c .o. TH EN NP l LOUAL ::. NUMt3 LR Of VALlJt.S 
1-l l.AD IN Tu r!t vSt&.> ru f-!N D OUTP Ul LOCAl lllN~ . 
Jf . Ll.O, XUl'::>l ANC C OET EWMINES GU TP UT LOCATION. lF. EO 
. o, R£ YNuL DS =U N X DETER MINE S OUTPUT LOCATI ON. IF . GT .O 
REYN OLD $ = O~ TH ETA DET ER Ml~ES OUTPUT L OCATI ON . 
J = l,NPl, NUML~I CA L VALUES OF OUT PUT LOCATI ONS ACC CRD 
I NG TO N f';: 
NUMBER UF VAL uES OF x D I STANC E READ IN TO et uS EO TO 
LUC AT E OU TPU T CF PROFILES O~ DATA CARDS . 
J =l , NPCR , ~uMfRICAL VALUES CORRESPCNDl~G TL X 
DI S TANC E . I E . THE~t ARE DISTANC ES WERE DATA ON CAR DS 
I S TO ~E UU TPUT. 
NUMB EP Cf- P U IN TS IN OELS TAR TAbLE TO Bl READ IN , 
!F . L E . O NONt 
J::'1 , NUtL . X L OCA TI ONS OF DELST AP INP UT (FT.) 
J =l, NOEL OELS T AR VALUES (FT ) CORRESPOND ING T O XT~(J) 
VALUES . 
NUT OES I P t AdLE TO USE T HIS VARIABLE AS IT CAUSE S F UHT 
HER DEL X UlPCNOE NC E . SET=LARGE VAL UE J OO . 
J=1 tLPOP 
(FT.l 
, X LOCATI CNS OF FREE S TREAM VELOC ITY l~PUT 
J =l,LPUP , F~El S TR EAM VELOC ITY VAL UES <FT/S EC ) CORR 
ESPO NOlNG TO XU(J ) VAL UES . 
FUR Rt LATlVc LY LCW LOCAL SEP ARATIO N REYNOLD NC . ( LT . 6-
8 *10** 5 ) ANO ~ELAT! VE L Y STRC~G ADV ERSE PRES S . 
(,RAu •• 1 ... 0PTI UN. C.t . o : FGR RELATI VEL Y HIGH LC..CAL SEP . RE 
AND ~ELA TIVE LY L C ~ PRES S . GRAD . J1;0PTION.LT.O 
C MAIN FOR TKE EON 
c 
c Mt.I" Pf;LGR AM 
l"PLICIT IJ1;VE i.;>SC 
OIME l\ S IC" c 1 20 01.xuc s o1.YUC50l . 
l EP C: <.?O.)l . cu c 2 0 0 > , ovc200 1. ov c 200 1 . xP3 C30I . xP4C3 0 l 
i) JM .:. JI; '.> I OI\ 02 ( 200 ), VV < <:OO l, TC 100 l , H( 100 ) oRH01 ( 200 ) , XMUl ( .:00) , 
l HH ( 1 0 0 I • H C'. ( 1 00 I, X Tlr< ( 5 0 l , 'f T 11 ( ~ 0 l , CP O ( 4 , 50 l , COO ( 4 , 5 0 l 
CLMMUN/T VE:.L/ lH.:Lx , TT S . UREF l ,A( 20(1 ) , ~ ( 200 1 ,C(200) , 0 (200) , XMU(20 Cl, 
lX KE ( ?.l'.: 0) , XKE:.l ( 201) ), 
l Y ( 2 0 'J l • V ( 2 00 l • U( 2 00) • J) P ( 2 00 ) , RHO ( 2 00) , XL ( 20 0) • U 1 C 200) , C Ml. X, PC ON , 
c 
96 
..!1-'HK , Ct<.I ,F'.I ,l<.L.J, 
=· ~;ct.i~ . l\MlJ:.,. 11!. LTl . PR <; , u :, ,1 1_~ 1. 111 L l.NJ,MCuUNT .LOF .L Jl)Ll , K J lll 1 . 
JNOU , '-41 C,lJ , ll Lll,NOll ..: .M l\ IT Lll . NlvU . Ul-'OAT l. ,MI TER 
C:UM MO N/ 1-1 I Xl 1 /V I ( .! 00 l , XL I ( 2 00 l •A S T• PT l • U!,; T ;TAU• GAMlil l R 
Qi:Al> ( ':) ,I OO l 
l ~I TIALILJ NG COUNTERS AN C LUG lC P ARAMETERS 
NPD::t 
NPD= I 
KFJOE L=O 
\JTl=O . O 
U T=O.O 
UT2= 0.0 
LTD= I 
PRK= 1 , 
CKE=O . O 
FST=O . O 
KEJ= 0 
LCONTP=O 
NCCU-:: 0 
Fl= O . O 
F:?=O . C 
NC:OUE =O 
Mll.M=l 
MITFR=O 
l<'TRAK=O 
Nr>C':=l 
XC=O . O 
~. K K= 0 
NL<,() - (; 
NOU,•-:: CJ 
N C <..u - 0 
N'JU= ') 
I T CP=(' 
N S TED=O 
LCCUNT = 0 
JC: CIJN T=:l 
KC OUN T=O 
0F l X=.J . O 
KL JN=.) 
N=G=I 
11.C.ARJ S =O 
MXIT:OP:Q 
A S T= l. C 
MC CU'JT = C 
DELX = le OE- 10 
F 3= J . 0 
F .2:=0 . O 
F!= •J , (' 
PCON l =O . O 
PCON2=".l , 0 
PCON3=0 . C 
Vl<EF=v. o 
\/QFF=O . O 
VC!EF2=0.0 
SL TI = 1.0 
Jh = 
C.C CN = 3 2 • l 7 
PP = O . O 
NC u;~ ;:>9=0 
XH IPT =o . o 
l~ A M >Hl=O . o 
l•I A L> 11' l~UN !l~f-l tlJll.AI l lJN 
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kl. ~ l> ( !"> , l I C) JAM, Ml i-IM Y , N S T.\ fH , K :> I A 1, I , I-JI l,f~M • NA Vt: , K TR AKk • LOT , l . IJ S T• 
l K t. T , 1, lf- l'K 
.,,. '-I IT r, ( 6 . e !Jul: ) J l\M . MI M ~ y . N :,, T A f< T. r< !; TA f.J I 
qo oq 1-U~M.<T< 1x .• JAM= •• 1 ~ .· M IMMY = • ,}4,. N51 A k l :c ',14,• K51 Af.JT= •.14) 
Rt. AU( 5 ,JO ! lAV [AG L 1 L A P , HE~ ~AN, FO~~ . F "l'0~ 1 ~ A~MTh 
RC AU ( o ,1 0 ~ ) X(HA, Pf:.RCG . SMALL . olG . XCHA2.0U1PUT .TOL EhC 
AF ~ D(~,ll C) L~T.NLMT.NNEG ,NXTRAP ,Ml NG 
RE AD I S 1 l O!) U~ 1 XMUS , QHQS , DELY 1 VV.,OXF 1 D X7 ,UAEF ,TtST,RF, RFU ,RFOS 
IF( KETS T . LT . O l REA 0 ( 5 , 10 5 )PRK,C KE , FST 
RE AD(S,llC I AROP ,LORT ,L INOP , LOU T D t L~CMP , NP~lNl tLOCP,LVOP , LPOP,NJ, 
lLOF 
!F( KCTST.LT. O IWR IT E ( c , 6?e~ lPRK .CKE.F S T 
~~ A0( 5 ,1 0~ )Ul'DAT E 
r>F .A O ( c; , 11 CJ •-Ir< l TE R 
W I~ IT F. ( 6 . c2e9 l us . XMUS . ~'HUS . DEL y. vw . o xF . ox 7.UREF . TE ST , RF , RFU . RFOS 
s2 e;i f-URM.'1.T( 3X . '>Gl2 . 5) 
w n tT C ! 6 . ~Cc0 l NFORM.NAV ~ , ~ TRAKR 
S.060 F .JRMATC 3X ,' NFORM= •, f4,' NAV E = •,14,• KT t<AK R= •,14) 
... R tT :.. co , 7C l j)XCHA , PlRC G 1 S MALL1 dlG 1T UL EPC 
WR I TC ( 6 , 7C 14) X<:H A 2 1 Ull Tf.>UT 1L MT, NL MT, NNf:.G 
WR I Tl: ( 6 I701 ~ )"1POP 1 L(1<H I LI NOP . LOU TU 1L COMP 
WR lT : ( 6, 7 Cl 6 ) NPR I NT , LUCl' 1 L VCP oLP CP , N J,U)F 
WRITL ( 6 , SOO l)AV~ A GE,ZAP,HERMAN 
WR!T~ ( c . ~ Cl S lPORN,fk~u~ . NXT ~AP .MI N~ 
90 1~ FORMo\T(J)( , ' P ORN = •. c., 1 2 , 4 ,• ERk01~= '1 G l4, S, ' NXTRAP = •, 14 ,• MING 
1: t If 4) 
WPITE ( c , 7 C22 lUPDATL 1MK ITLG 
7022 FUhMAT! ' ~PJATE= • , G l 2 . 4,' MK lTER= •,[ 3 ) 
9001 FURMAT( .3 X1 'f, V( A GE= '• G l ~ . 4, ' Z AP= •, G 1 2 . 4 ,• HEPMAN= •, G l 2 . 4l 
100 F OQMA.T (7 2H 
l 
1C5 FORM~T(7 G l J . 4) 
l lC FORMAT (l 2 ! 6 l 
701J FORMAT!.3X 1' XCHA = •, G t4 . 5 ,• Pf:RCG= •, ..; 14, 5 ,• SMALL = '1 G l4. 5 , ' oIG= 
l ' , G 1 4 • 5 • • T CL E RC = • , G I !:> , o l 
7014 FORM 4.TC•o XLHA~= • • .;14 , e, ,• cu TPU T= •. G l l; , $ ,' LMT= •, [6 , 1 NLo"1 T = '• IC 
1 • ' NNE G= ' , I c ) 
.,ClS Fuf:<MAT (' O M1~0P= '.I :S .'L L.;; T= ',1 5 ,' Ll~OP= •,1 :, , 1 L CU T D = •,[ 5 ,' L(CMP 
1 = • , r !: > 
7C' l o F O RMA1( '0 1'PR il'.T= •, 1:, ,• u:0P= •. r s ,• Lv oi::: •,r s .• LPCP= •.r s .•NJ= 
1 1 5 ' I L OF = •• I :. ) 
~ ALL l"'PUl SHOULO if:. PR! "'TcO CUT FGR LATER REFERENC E 
CO MPUTE NuNO!~EN ~lO"'ALIZ ATI ON FACTCRS 
lKE= IABS<KETST) 
XCCNV = R~CS*0S/XMU S 
NlPR = NPR !NT-2 
LCT=l 
NJTc::NJ 
I IP: I Ao :> (L.JF ) - !:> 
O XI N C : C . O 
X DINC = e x I NC 
O X5 : 0 X7•XCONll 
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c COMPUT E L I MIT ING ll AL v~S OF MULT I P L l cR S OF STEP SI Z E . 
OX~=S MALL*DX7 
OX10 -= !:'I G*CX7 
P ERCG P= < l . O- P E RC G l +-1. 0 
MM :: 0 
O E LY = OtLY*XCONll 
r. INITl~LI Z~ X Ol ~ T A NC E. TO O. O 
OXO I S C . 0 
URE F 1 = 
UQ(F 2 
XO I S T 
v~ EI-' 
RHPf- -= Hl-C. !> 
RHRF I = f;HU.; 
TH = o . Ol 5 7 5 • XCuNll 
EPS ( I l = 0 . 0 
TH I = TH 
uST = TH 
I PC=C 
OSTl :: O~T 
u S T 2 =051' I 
OS T.J=OST I 
IF ( L O OP ) 1 0 • 1 0 , 1 l 
1 0 Rc AO(S . 115 ) XE 
11 5 FOQM~T( G l 0 . 2 1 
11 CCl\T I NUE 
I F < NPRIN Tl 2 2 1o 22 lo 22 2 
2 2 1 f.lEAO ( S ol lO I NP! , NP2 
R E Ai) ( 5 , 1 C !: l C X ;:> .3 ( J ) , J = I , NP I ) 
R £. ' D ( 5 , 1 I 0) NPC R 
RE AD ( !: , l 0 !: ) ( XP 4 ( J) , J =I , 1'P".:R) 
WRIT ( ( 6 o 9 ll v ) 1'µ\.R 
WR 1 TE:: (6, 1 OC4) ( XP4 ( J l , J = \ , NPCR I 
R C:: A0 ( 5 ,11 Cl NOEL 
IF( ~ OEL . LE . ,I GO TO ~380 
R EA0 C: .i C5 l(XTlll(J) , J= lo NOt::LI 
~EAO ( 5 , I 05 ) ( YTW( Jl , J::-\ , NOEL> 
WRlTE(6, 10 04) ( XTW(J ) oJ = 1 . NOE L ) 
llr ~ IT E C6 o 1004) (YT•< Jl , J=l , Ni)E.L) 
C AL L SPLICOCX TW,YTW, NOEL,CDO ) 
AJeO C CNTINUC 
911J FORM,T(' l\i=>C~= ',1 4) 
WR IT E ( 6 , 7C1 7) XE 
7 0 1 7 FO~M,T('O XE= •, G\4. ! ) 
WRIT E ( 6,7C l 6 1 N? \, NP 2 
7Cllo3 FO RM..\T('O/\P I= •, 15,•11P2 = 'oI S l 
WR ITEt6 tl C04)(XP3 CJ ),J=l, NP1l 
NPC = I 
NPTI = - 1 
222 C ONTINUE 
PR S = l • 0 
OFT = 1 • 0 
St T ~ALL C OND l Tl GNS 
XL ( l ) = 0 • 0 
X K E ( l ) = 0 • 0 
X KE l ( 1 l = C . 0 
V (l) = O . C 
U ( 1) = O . C 
V l< ll = C . O 
U l ( l ) ,, 0 . 0 
RHO( l) RHUS 
XMU( l) = X M U 5 
02 (1 )=0 . () 
X MU I ( l) = XMU S 
RHL I ( l l = RHOS 
XLl ( l) =O o O 
E ( l l =R H O S 
0 (1 1=0 . 0 
I F ( LVGP . F.Q . l) GO T O 30 11 
C NJNO !M ENS I DNAL t LE 
OD 1 5 J= 2 , 200 
U (Jl = u l'<EF/US 
V ( J) = O.: 
99 
XKE C J l =F 3 T~v~~F*UREF /U S/US 
XKE I (J l =1<r<f. ( J ) 
D2<J> =O . C 
U l(J )= U ( J) 
O ( J ) = U( J) 
Ei=>S < J l = l • J 
F< H C (Jl = l'; r!U S 
X MU CJ) = XMU S 
XL ( J) = O . C 
X fl'U l ( J ) = XMU S 
RHOl ( J ) = RH(JS 
E (Jl = Ht-CS 
XL l CJ> = 0 . 0 
1 5 •:ONTI NU E 
S~ T Y GRI U SPACl~G 
30 11 Y C !l -=O . O 
I r= ( L I NOP l 4 l 7 , 4 l 8 , 4 I 8 
4 17 DCJ 4 1~ J= ~ . 2 ~0 
4 I -; Y ( J l -= ( J- I > * UL L Y 
Su TO .3 0 1 2 
4lE OG Jno J =~ . ~ 
39 c y ( j) = ( J - 1 ) * l • 0 
uo 391 J =• .• • l ') 
3S- l Y( J) = Y(J-) lt-2 . 0 
OC S26 J = l l, 2 b 
:52c Y(J) .: Y(J-l)+-4 . 0 
D C -?i!.7 J= <:> 7 , 35 
~2 7 Y (Jl =Y CJ-l)+-1 0 . 0 
DC 5 2i:! J =Jt , 4 I 
~2 E Y\J ) =Y( J-l l+ ~O . 
DG 32] J =4'.::: . t>J 
52S Y( J)=Y C J-1) ~ 4J , O 
DC 5 00 J" f, l , ~00 
s oo Y CJI = vcJ-1>+1 o :i . o 
30 1 2 IF(LVCP . C C.ll GO TU JO OO 
GO TU 4 2 0 
100 
C R L.: .t D I/\ 00\llNSTl<E A M PRt i l- lLL IF- C~LCULATlON S TARTED DOWNSTRE AM 
OF Lf: ADING t.or, ~ . 
K [ !> ) ( '7 l f l T I , Of T , L)L L X , JXI • , XO I '... l , .XO I 1-.IC, OX7, I> ST , PT Z , UF<EF, UR EF 2 , 
l ~ H Rr . RHIH L: . T 1~2 ' l Ji . 11:; 1 • l)Sl ;: • I) '; 1 l . v1<1-= F. U T • u T 2 ' MCGUNT • N s TEP. JCOUNT ' 
2 KC r:u.ll r. KL JN . Nl \.J . L J .)l L • t-:J . /\,' J . MM . 'y ' u . I) . v . 1).1 . XL. LC OU NT • VREF 2 . NEG O . 
_•NOU , ,' '-u/\~, fl( JNPl:l , XII. L , K f J, N".: (.)ND I , LC.ell , X 1HI PT , 1~ AM OT~ , C.AMMTR 
\... P : LI• ! I > 11 H •. s .. urn (1-< All [ t: /\T AT f.'<;.( VllllJ ~ x 
c i"'': UMIJ~ I !:> µl<r .~,\H<i II, r l YIO :.,1 L.-'~ tlA CK 
bil l l L> J( l l ..: 0 c' L X 
IF( <c T$ l, r,[ . 0)K ~ J~J 
RcA J ( 5 , l O~ l 0 X7 
JOST4T=MCCuNr 
w R I T E ( 6 , 7 C 06 l 
7 00u FORM-TC JX, 'I NIT!AL PHOFILc NONU/\IFCRM . H A S BE STARTED OO~ NSTREAM') 
~~IT E l 6 . 7C07 ) 9LTI 1 0FT , OELX . Dxc . XD l ~T . XO lNC. Dx7 . J>ST,PT Z 
WRIT E ( 6 , 7COdlUREF,URE F 2 ,RHWF , nHRF2 , TH2 ,TH , OST 
\llR I T ~ ( 6 , 70J9 lMCOvNT 
WRIT~ ( 6,7770 l PCONJ , PCCNP~ 
WR !T c ( 6 , 690 l NC0Nl)O , LORT , X T R ! PT , RAMDT R . GA MMT~ 
o 90 FOR~ AT ( ' 0 NC.:ONL.>9 = ' , l 3 , ' LOP T=' , I .3 , ' X TR l PT..:: ' , G l 5 , 5 , ' P. A MB01, = ' , G 1 5 • 5 , 
l' G 4M '1 A = 0 , G I S . 5 ) 
7770 FOR M4TC • o j.J(QN Ar rt • ..>UT= •, (; !f1 . s .• PCONf'.>ll= •. G l4. 5 ) 
7007 fL7M \l( JX ,~ l~ . ~ . ?X , Gl4 . ~ , lA 1 Gl4 , ~ , ? X , ~ 14. 5 , 2X , G l 4 . ~ , 2X o G l 4 . 5 , 2X 1 G l 
I 4 . <; l 
7 0G':i t- u •~~A1c• o •, c, 14 . c.. , ,t, x. , 1, 14 . • . ~ x.c,J4 . • . , ;. x . G14 . s , 2x .c.14. !, . c. x . c . 1 4 . !.> , 2x . G 
l I 4 • '.> ) 
7 0(...J FUl,M \l ( • o Mt: J IJNT = •• r '> > 
!F (LrCMP ) 7UO j , 700~ . 700 ~ 
7 0C2 OU 7004 J~~ . ~00 
CPS(Jl= l. C 
F. C J): nHO S 
RHO(J) =RHCS 
XMUCJl =XMl..5 
XMU l (JI =X,.,US 
RHOl (Jl =PrO S 
IFCK E T $ l . LE . 0 l ~KL(Jl =O.O 
I F CKE T S T • Gt . 0 ) X K E I ( J l = ~ . 0 
70C4 XLl (J) :O , C 
834 1 
D C 9.341 J=l , N2J 
U l(J ):U ( J ) 
Vl (J) =V(J) 
GO TO 420 
70C3 -:ol'< TI NUE 
420 w q JT E: ( 6 t1004) ( Y( J ),J =l.i.J) 
W 1' I TE ( 6, I 0 04 l ( u ( J l , J ..:: l .t'•J) 
R[\0(~ . 660 1 NCPTN, XTRFPT 
WRlT ( ( o . ~8 1) NOP TN , X TRFOT 
F OR"I AT( 1:. . G 1 0 . 6 ) 
FOR"I AT( ' O NOPTN: •,1 :,, • 
I F ( L POP ) c J 1 , 23 1 , 23 2 
212 RE AD ( !: .l O: l SIGMA 
TR AN S i T I ON l:.1110 POINT=• , G l 4 . 5 ) 
R c AJ ( 5 , I C 5 ) ( XU ( J ) , J = I , L i=' C" ) 
RcA O CS , 105 ) IYU (Jl , J..:: J 1LP OF l 
101 
W R IT E ( ~ , l l OO I S l ~~ A 
l I 0 j F (J RM T ( ' J !:: I v '4 II. = ' , (, I 4 • !.> , / ) 
l~ P !T ': ( "' • lCOb ) ( Xu(.J ) , J "' l oL 10 P ) 
... R IT L.. ( A , 100 4 llYU ( J I , J : l . L ... O PI 
C .f4L L SPL I C C CX u . v u . LPOP . L:-'L ) 
L JD.: L = l\ J 
c 
1 0 (: 
1 ~ 4 
I o.; 
c 
1 9 1 
13 C1 
7 0 I 
70 <: 
o l C 
s l l 
2f c 
7 :, c 
IF CL CC MP I 1 0.,! .J u .:; .i o~ 
T H ESE S TA T E ME N T ~ f"U P t:: N E~G V ( OUATI ON , NOT PRESE NT L Y USED I N 
l IJ V~ R SC MUOt: 
!i_ Al) ( 5 , 11 C) 1-I T CP , NT I I~ , N.J T 
RE A:J ( 5 . 1 05 ) TE . T .,'3 , CPS , PRS , P I , ;>f< T , R<.:0 1' . S TA 
rlS = CP S •T E + URtt•URCF/ ( 778 . 165 • 2 . 0 • GC ON) 
H ( I ) =C P5• T WS /HS 
f S = U S ¥ U S/ ( H S• 77 d . l t>!> • J ? . l 74 ) 
l ( I) = T ll> !:: 
XV Aq :: 10 . 0 *~ C - 9 . v/ T( Ill 
X MU( l l = :! . 1? !:.: - '3~ GCuN• ~.iR f ( T (l J ) / (1 . 0 + ( :.:!;> 0 . 0/ T(l ) ) •X V ARI 
~ HPI- = P l / ( rlCuN• T C:. ) 
n Hnr 1 -= r;;1 R1-
110 IC'li .J : 2 , 200 
aiCJl = 1. c 
tt.2 <J l = 1 . c 
t 1H (J J= l . C 
l(J ) : H (J l * H3 / :,_,j - U (.J l ~U ( J) • US •U5/ ( 2 . 0 *GCON • 7 7& , 165•CP S ) 
RHC ( J l = P l/ ( '<ClJ N• TC J l l 
x v~~= > O . C • • (- ~ . 0/T( J ) ) 
X 1'1 U ( J l = 2 • 3 2 E - c * G:: 0 N :.' 5 OR T ( T ( J l ) / ( I • 0 + ( 2 2 0 • 0 / T ( .J I l • XV AR I 
RHO I ( J I = f;HO ( .J I 
X 1\IU I ( J I = X MU ( J l 
I F ( '4 Tf") D ) 10 3 , ! 0J , ;:'3 4 
I< EA') ( 5 , 1 C 5 l C X T WC .J l , J = l , r. 1 0 P l 
RF.A r> ( :5 , l 0 5 ) ( Y T 111 ( J ) , .J = l , N T OP) 
C C NT J l'l.UE 
c~G I N COMµ UT~TI UN LOO,_, 
". MA X = O , O 
N JT = NJ 
M: OU Nl = NU '4cE~ OF ~TcP ~ I N x TA K ( N. 
M~ CUNT = l>I CL v N TTl 
LCCUN T = L~U.JNT • 1 
l TS = Ot.LX 
I F CM:C.JNT - 2~l 7 0Q , 7 :J l , 7 0 1 
J F ( LDFJ 7C2 . 7 0Q , 7 00 
i F ( 3Ll l l 7J l, 7 ~ l . 3 10 
l F ( (' F T ) ::to , !31 l , 8 1 l 
L>EL .iC=2 . O • DEL X 
J F ( .< v I NC - DX "> l 7 3 0 , 7 2 1 , 7 3 1 
Ml' = Ml.1+ l 
J F ( M M- 1 0 ) ? 32 ,733 , 7 ~ 3 
7~3 MM = 0 
OEL X = l , 4 • DEL X 
XC I NC " ::ELX 
GC T O 7.J2 
"' ::? l KL .J N= KLJ " +l 
t r ( KL J N . EC ol ) WR I T L ( 6 , 6 10 .>. 8 . Dc L X . l'CC UNT 
A FUl~MAT( ' XtJ I NC . 1.>E . O X 'i:. • , r, 14 , 5 , • Df. L X ( NQl\l) IM ) ; •, G1 4 , 5 ,• MC OUNT: 
c: 
13 93 
7~2 
7 0 c 
313 c 
3f' l 
l •• 15) 
IFIMr. CUhT.LT . ?5 1GO TU e98 
I !-'" CL l)F. GC- . O ) GCJ T O ':l98 
1F<H ~ k~AN. la .u.oi 0a~=ux 11 
o:-::u~ DEH . .., Ml Nt o. 
::>CLX=DX8 
6L T1 :::-1. C 
J F T = - l • 0 
GC TO 38 1 
CP.LL UVEL l 
DC:LX = uXF/CMl\X 
I F C~COUN T-1) 380 , 3 80. ~6 1 
u=Lx = o . o 
XD I S T ::: OE LA+XDIST 
PCON : O.O 
XJICF = XO I ST/XCON V 
XDE L = OEL X+TT S 
IF( L~LP )8 283 ,6233 , 23 3 
102 
23J !FCM:OUNT . ~T . LOTI GO T O 838 1 
!F ( MCOUNT . LT .IA t3S(L0F ll GO TO d3El 
C ALL SFl~T ( X T~. xxF.NPO ,NDEL.C DC . OFIX) 
OF I X : LJF l JIC* XClJN V 
~LUN: l. OCStPC ON 3 
U''l 1· 1 .: Uld F-l'C UNC. 1) l LX*US•U S/UkEF 
1 1 ( d P lf" l . t-U o lJf.! ll l )lJ Rf.. t l=. 99 <; :) • Uf.lfF 
u ,> 1 •Jt:u t 
t;C I 0 f\t11 . 0 
F3e 1 (ALL SF l NT ( Xu . XXf . N~P .LPOP ,(PO ,UREFl ) 
I F (I FPR . NE . Ol URE F1=U~EF- UR cF 1• 3~ . 2•0ELX/(RHOS•xCONV•UR~FI 
lf ( ~COUNT. E0 .1 1 GU TO 8283 
C C ' L(UL ATc PRESSURE GRA D I ENT 
l f ( ~Fu . LE . 0 . 0 1 GO TO e31 7 
D~A~OST 2 +( DS T 2- 0ST 3 l *OELX/ll 5 
UCO~=UR~Flt ( O~A /X CONV-RF OS ) /(RFU- DPA /XCONV) 
W~ I TE(6 , 8 407)Uq EF J 
b407 FOk ... Al( JX ,' l.IR C:F l= •, Gl 2 , : ) 
UREF l =UREF? +UCOR 
e3! 7 PCON=UR~ft ( UREF- l.IR EF!)/( DELX •US ~US l 
!FC Z A.:> . GE: .1. 0 ) GO TO 8460 
W k lT C: ( 6 , 7 2~ 1 Pr.ON ,MCOU Nl 
7 ?9 FO ~MAT( ' ••tPCOtJ ,.. •. c12 . s .• MC = •,[ 4) 
"\0 60 LUN T ll~U c 
I f ( M'.:CU NT . t:O . !A d 'dL.Df-' ) l•R Il l ( 6 .111 I IMCUUNl . xuJ ~ l 
11 11 FO RM~T <· o ~CGIJNT = •.1 6 , 1 XO l $ T( NGNCJ lM) ::; •. c 14, c:, ,•1Nvt1< !>£ !'..1( 1\NI ') 
62 e3 CONT I NUc 
71 !: Ul(Jl = O . O 
V l( l l = V\119UREFl/U S 
") EL T I = - 1, 0 
DEL T = - 1. 0 
C U(lt-1 , J ' S l 1; ALCU LA Tl:OO IN UVEL Z 
.: ALL UVEL ~ 
JF( L(0MP J 5 1 ~ , 4~ , 45 
'.:: I C CALL TCMP 
4 ~ C :::Nl I NUE 
lF(qF u . GT.O. o l GO TO e 37 1 
c 
b .>7 1 
103 
iF(LCS T oL T. o . o > GU TC 83 71 
I F (~COUN T o LT ol l PIGO TO 7 26 
l F (~~OUNT . GT . LOT l GG TO 7 26 
~GN T ! NUE 
e~G I NNING ! NVE~SE PROCEDURE 
TH I S r s VA R 1A 8L~ SE~ANT PR OC EDUR E TO FIND EDGE VELOCIT Y 
F- F -= NJ 
F l = FF/~ . O 
LF l = Fl 
F2 = L F l 
1FI F l.GT.F2 ) GO TO e Jll 
LLJ = NJ - 1 
GC TG 83 1 2 
83 11 LLJ = NJ 
~.3 1 2 SUMl = 0 . O 
LL J = LL J- ~ 
DG ~31J J = t.LLJ , 2 
YAI = Y( J + l ) -Y( J) 
Y8 1 = Y(J• 2 l- Y(J+l) 
YAb = YAl • Y8 1 
d2 = YA 8 / YP l•(Y- u/3 . 0-YA1/ 2 o0) 
WI = YA U• •? . 0/( 2 , 0 *YAl)-W2 *VA 8 /YA1 
"' O=Y A8 -'* l-W 2 
Yl= t . o- ~ H L l(J)*U S *Ul (J ) /( R HRF l•U~EFl) 
Y2 =1 . Q- RHCl (J+l)• US * Ul( J +l) / ( RHRFl*UR EF l ) 
Y3=1 , 0- R H C IC J + 2 ) • U~ *U l(J+ 2 ) / ( R hhF l*UREF 1) 
83 13 SJMI = S~M l +W O*Y l+ wl•Y2+'* 2 *Y 3 
DST I =SUM 1 
837 2 lF C ~COUN l . L T.II P) Gu TG 7 2 6 
l F( "ICOUNTo Gl . LO T) V'.J TO 726 
V l Rl- F= . ~ *C UREF l + UREF > • C D S Tl- DS T 2 )/(0ELX* US ) 
l F ( MCUUN T . LT . l A U ~ I LO f ) ) GO TL 7 26 
P : DN6 =PCC.:f\ 
IT :l-l= ll ER il 
MXl HR= l l C'l 
I F ( 1 TU~ . Eu .1 ) FP l =Of I x- OS TI 
I F ( IT ~R . Gt.:: . 2 ) r.o TO 8.384 
PCUN=P~O f\ 3 +CPCONJ- PCCNP8 ) / TT S • DELX 
U~EFl =Uk~F-PCUN• O~LX * US•US/UkEF 
UJ::2= UR!:F ! 
G:.: re 1 1 : 
e.::F.4 C OIT 11\U C 
F P2-=uF I X- 0S T I 
X~= l:. B~(Ff: 2 J /(IF I X 
f F CXC: . Lc . T(;LERC) :,., 1C1 7 2. fJ 
! F ( I T '=° Q • CF , 2 0 ) Gu H ; 7 ?.fo 
1 F (FP2 . EC . F.1 1 ) Fo'l: , !;" f p;,: 
.J'°'EF I =- FP :: * CvP l-UP-l/ ( IPl-FP2l • UP2 
l F( UP lo f:O . UP2 l Ut<E F l =l . QG!: • UP2 
,.,~LN = U~fF • C Jk cF-uR~F l )/(DEL X •US ~~S ) 
FF l= F,., ? 
UPl :; UP<? 
UP 2 =uRE FJ 
LTl =URE F I 
1 F C MC0U~ T.LT . MIMMY) GO TO eo os 
IF(JA~. :c . o> GC TO 6005 
PX:::V IR EF•US 
"'0= >S T 1 / XCONV 
104 
WRITC::( 6 , 828 .-l) O(.iJN , J Tl , p,< , FO , l< C 
f!O C'"l '.:ON T I NUC 
GO TO 71 !: 
7 20 RHRF!=RH01(NJ) 
IF(L DST . GC . Ol GO TC t~74 
X=D 5 Tl/ XCLNV 
WRI TE <c . E373 )MCOu N 1 . xxr . x 
wRJ T C: I l l )XXF, x, URC:F l 
1>..> 7J F OPl'IATC 16 . 2G l 5 . 7 I 
°' -j74 ( ONTI Nl.;1... 
E! l 0 4 I T E~=O 
b2 e 4 "4 I TE "I :: 0 
F 3= XC 
PCL.N:: ::PC Cr-. 
I FCZAP . ~= · l· O > GO TO 722 
OP4 :::0ST 1 /XCONV 
PX=VlR EF•.J S 
~ Q IT E ( c , E 32 1) XXF . DP4 , PX 
d32 1 
c 
FORMAT ( I)< , ' Xi:>I S T ', (, }4, 5 , ' ()_. T ', C. 14 , 5 ,' VlREF ' t Gl4o !'> ) 
C 'LC UL AT L V ( I + 1 , J ' S l 
c 
72 2 
7 50 
7 52 
IF ( DELX)7S 0 , 7S0 ,75 l 
00 7 5 2 J:: <: ,NJ 
Vl(J) ::: V(J) 
vO TO 7 2 4 
7 5 l C CNT l NU E 
7 21 00 5 0 J :::2 ,NJ 
Y OE~ ::: Y(J)-Y(J-ll 
SC Vl (J) = k~0 l(J-ll*V11J -l)/RHG1 1J l -YOE 2 *( RH0 1(J)*Ul(J)-Rh0 ( J)+u( J)+ 
I RHC 1 ( J- 1 ) •U 1 ( J-1 l -RHO ( J-1 l * UC J - I ) ) /I 2 . O•OELX* RMC 1 ( J) ) 
7 :_ 4 C..J1H 1 r-.u:: 
7 1 9 FF ::: J 
.:>2 0 
32 1 
F l ::: F F / 2 .0 
LF l .:: F! 
F 2 = LF 1 
IFCF1 . GT.F2) GO TO 320 
LLJ = "'J-1 
GO TO 32 1 
COMPU T E TH~ TA AN D DELTA STA~ 
LL J :: NJ 
S UM1 = O . O 
SUM2 = O. O 
LLJ :: LLJ-2 
DO .322 J:q • L LJ1 2 
YA 1 Y ( J+ 1 ) -Y ( J ) 
Y8 1 = Y ( J +.2)-Y( J+l) 
YA8 ::: Yf;.l+YB l 
W2 = YA8/YBl*(YA 8/3 . 0-YAl /2 . 0 ) 
Wl = YA9•• 2 . 0/ ( 2 . v•YAll- W2 •YA8/YAl 
i.. O=YA6 -Wl-W2 
Yl = l.O-RHCl(J)•U S •Ul(J)/( RHRF l*UREF !l 
Y2 =1 . 0-RHCl(J+l)*US * Ul (J+l)/(RHPFl•UREF l) 
Y3= 1 . 0-RHCl(J+2l• US *U l(J+ 2 )/(RHRFl•U~EF1l 
105 
S uMl = :, \.,.'41 .. lo O• Yl .. w. •Y~H• 2 •Y3 
yy 1 =.,HU I ( J) "US •u 1 ( J ) ~ ( I • 0 - u :> ~ u I ( J ) /U1'E F 1 ) / ( f; HR f I• Uk t F I ) 
Y Y 2=QHG I I J+ I l •US * U 1 ( J t I ) • ( I • 0-U !:. •U I ( J +I I /UR£F I l / ( RHR F l • uRLI I ) 
YY3=K H u l ( J+2 )•U S *Ul (Jt 2 l • C 1.0-U ~ •U l(J .. C: ) /UR~:F l )/(RHRF!•UR t f-1 l 
32 2 SUM:? = SUM2 +wO•YYI +iltl*YY .! t'# '- *YY J 
DST! = SLMl 
THl = S U 1'1 2 
l'< cX=Rt1f.F!•UR i:F ! • XO! S T/( XMUl (NJ)•XCONll ) 
RET =HEX •THl/XDI ST 
! F ( GAMMTR . LT . o . 9q9~ ) GO TG 6 1 2 
GAMMTR = I• 0 
Gu TO 6 10 
c l .: Y TRANQ=Y(l(JOEL) 
''LL T RA~9 C REX . R E T . G AMMT ~ 1 NCOND ; .LO~T . XTR l PT 1AST . RAMOTR , u 1. xO ! S T 1 
1 XTKF~ T.~C~T~1YTRAN9 ) 
6 1 ) CONT INU E 
C COMPUT E Sh CAR AN O JHA P : FACTCRS ETC . 
6 5 0 '? 
1::15 Cl 
1 F ( K£T S T . GE . O > GU T U 71n 
1FCMCQUN1 . LT . J K~) GO l C 718 
JF( , .. COUN 1 . GT . !K ~ ) GCI TL 'J '501 
P=FS T•uPEF l *URFF l/U~ / US 
DO C\!:> O~ J=2 , NJ 
XK r C J l =XL ( J l * ( U ( J + I l -U ( J- I l l • ( U ( J + I l - U ( J- I ) l / C Y l J t l ) - Y t J - l l l / 
I ( Y( J+- l )-Y (J-1) l/CK E. /":K I:: 
IF( XK F. CJ). LT . P ) XKC ( J)=P 
CONTI NUE 
C 'LL TKE 
71 8 !FC~COUNT-l l Je2 . 3 e z , 3e3 
.382 U S T = US 
TAU= vS T•US T*RHOl (l)/G~ CN 
T2 = SC l' T< T A U l 
GC TO 384 
~8J XOEL = DE LX + TTS 
ZX = Xl .. U 1< 1l *Ul( 2 l* lJS* XC..JN ll/(hHCl(l)'1 Y( 2 )) 
l XP= ( 1 8 . C*U 1 ( 2 l - ~. Cl* U l ( .3 l + 2 • O• U l ( 4 l I /6 . 0 
l Xi:>= Z X • l XP / U l ( 2 l 
ZX = ' B S llXl 
ZJCP= At:;S ( lXP) 
UST = S ORT(Z X ) 
U '.: TP= S CRT C ZX l'>l 
TAU = usr·u~T•RH~ l( I )/GCC N 
T AUP=U STP•\.. STP•RH O l Cl )/ GC O~ 
H I :; ')S T l /TH l 
CF=T ,U•2 . C•GC~N/ ( MHR~ l•U~ ~ F l• UREFl) 
C.FP:C:F• TAUP/TAU 
SE TA = RHCICI ) •U ::. •u S~PCUN•DS T l / ( T .A U•GCON l 
XG = : F / 2 . 0 
XG : ' 9S ( XG ) 
XG = S Q~ Tl XG l 
G= ( H l -t . Cl/C.-.l • X ..:. l 
nxo 1 SO=XOTST/lo.(ONV 
!FCMX ITER . LT . 2 0 l ~TP A ~-=O 
K T RA K=><lRAK +-1 
: CH ECK FOC CllNS ECUT ! ll L 1'.0NCCNll E PGENCfS . 
JF ( KTRA K .LE . KTkA KR)r,U TO ; oao 
106 
~RlTECb . 9090 l~T R A~~ . JXU l 5 D 1MC0UN T 
90 'liJ FO"M J.T(••.c.>1-+ Nl.INCUNVl:RG ML1ll.._ rHAN '.14, ' l N Rt1w•, c; 1 ~ .4.• MC •.t41 
~U TO 1 80 
cce J !F( l \ P. Gc .1. 0 1 ~0 TU SE~ 
WRITE C 6 , 7i77) PCON ,M X1 1 E R , U XD I SO ,MCOU1'~,Vl(NJ-7) , 0X7 , 0ELX,LJDCL, 
lK JOEL 
Ulli= J1< 2 H 'US 
WRIT E (6, 777~ ) UREF 1, UW,TA U ,TAUP , CF , GAMMTR 
777.3 F OR '41>. T(4 Xo • vE ', G14. 5 , • U( 2 ) ', G1 4. 5 ,' TAU ', G14 . 5 ,' TAU P '• 
1Gl4, 5 ,'CF',GJ4, 5 ,• c;A MMA', G1 4, 5 ) 
77 77 FORMl\ T( 2). ,•P.:ONJ •, G 1 4 , 5 ,' MXIT •.1 2 ,• DXDI S ', G14,5, • MC C1'T '• 
114,• Vl •, G1 2 .4,• 0X7 •, G1 2 .4,• DELX •,c;14. 5 ,• LJ 1 t1 3 e' KJ •,J J ) 
DD IX =OF l X/XCON\/ 
WRJT E ( o , c40= >00 1 x ,F 3 
'i4');, FOf:IMAT ( 4X ,'OF I X ', Gl4, 5 , ' F ..> ', Gt4. 5 ) 
C J~ T CRMI NE PR INTOU T L CC ATI UN 
{; 
e& i l f (UI ( 2 ) )E:1 5 ,Al !:> , J84 
>j I ; NF~=N [(,+ l 
3& 4 
J 3 1 
3 3 .3 
~2 .3 
229 
. .::3 0 
225 
226 
22 7 
22 e 
22 4 
6 1 
!f (N LG . C0.2 ) GO TU ~ l 
If' ( Ml~ Ur> • l T. 0 ) 1;0 T (J 3 ~ 4 
GC TO 6 1 
I F ( LOHT ) :; .; ~ , J J l , 3 3 1 
CALL MIXL EN 
I F ( NPQ tNTl 223 , 22J , 22 4 
IFC"~PT 1) 229 . 6 1, c l 
IF(NPC-NF1) 2J0 . 23 0 ,1 eo 
IFC~P2 1 225 , '.?26 , 2~7 
~XD I S = XD I S T/ Xr.ONV 
!F(JX0 1 5 - XPJ ( NPC )) 60 , 228 . ?26 
REX = QHRF l~UREF l•X~IST/(X MU l( ~Jl • XCONV ) 
! F C ~E X-XF :J ( NP: l) 60 , '.??d , 22':l 
RET = RHRF l •UPEF l•T n l/( X ~U l(NJ >• x:ON\/ ) 
IFC RET- XFJ ( ~PC) ) 60 , ~23 . ~~9 
NP T I -:: l 
fl. PC= NPC +I 
GO TO o l 
I F CL :CUNT - NPRINT ) r.>0 , 6 ! , 6 1 
WR IT !: ( 6 , 1 00 1 
NP Tl = -1 
W R ITE ( 6 .1 CvO ) JS , A MU S .~Hc~ . u ~EF.~CCUNT , OXF,xCONV.LJDEL.KJDEL 
DI ME NS 18 NAL I ll:. , 
O TH = THl/XC ONV 
DOS T = DST l /XCONV 
R ~ X = RHHF l• uREFl•XO ! ST/(XMUl(NJl• XCONV ) 
R ~ T = REX~ T H l /XO ! S T 
20 1 DDELY 01'.;LY /X<:Ofl.V 
DXO I S = X D I ST /X~UNV 
D?ELX = DEL X/XCON V 
D~XY=< DDE L X/ Y( ~ ))•xcaNv 
0\/ 111 = """ 
OJ~EF = U~EFI 
PK= - '!E TA•CFP• RHO ! (NJ l / ( RHul ( 1 l•RET• Hl• 2 , Q) 
PPLUS=9ETA•U~EF 1 / ( ~ET•Hl*US TP) 
PR INTO~ T ALL NECESS ARY ll AH IA b Lt S . 
107 
.1 ~ 1:' . ? . ,. X . < > ttMU ~ :. , (, )4 . 5 . ;1 x ,7HF)t'1tJ!:> = . L lt'\ . 'J , ;>X , 
l7 HURl:. F = • F10 . 2 . 2x . 1 c. 11MCUIJN l = 1 1 ,, ;!x . oHDXI = , f7 . c! ,/5X , lllt)(( lJNV 
2'"' , (,! 4. :;. ex . 6HL.J L>EL • L> • .! X . P,11KJDI l • I 3 ) 
100 1 F U "IMo\l(/ /!;-X , 7HlJEL Y = , G 14 . '.> , ~ X . 7t-<ulLX = , G 1 4 . ~ , 2.X , !.JHVW = , <.,1r1 . •_, , 
l ?X/7HUfH.f = , C, 14. S , 2X .t:Hl( .J l 5T , Cd4 . S , 2X ,7t-> TE5 T ,FI 0 .7, ;> x , 7HUUX 
2 Y: , c; 14. ~/ ) 
" o l T L C u , 1 0 0 6 l T A U , D 1 ~ 1 , D1) S T , u S T , Cf , I< I:. X , H I , R I. T , (1 E T A , G , AS l 
10 0 -, FOR "IAT! SX . ~HT.llv = , (.J 4 . S • .:x . 5 HlH = . G l 4 . 5 . 2X . tiHU$ l , (, 1 4 . S , 
,2 x,~HU~l = . ~ 14 , ~ , ,!X , ~HC ~ = o G l4 o 5 / 2X , 6 HREX = , GJ 4. S , 2X o4 HH = 
lG 1 4 . S , ?X , 6HPC1 , (.,) 4 , $ , ?X, 7 Hf!C T.ll = , FQ ,4, 2X , 4 HG = , f9 , J , 2X , 
l i:: H.~ST :: , tc.. • .,:- ) 
~ ~ !T E ( 6 ,1 Cll)T AUP , u~TP . CFP,PPLUS , P~ . ox7 .P~ON3 . F3 
10 11 FOR~AT( /5X , 7H1AUP = . G l 4 . 5 , 2X .7HUSTP = , G l4. 5 ,2Xe 6HCFP = .G14 . S . 
l 2 X .9 HPPL~S = . c 14, 5 , / , 2x.s r P K = . G l 4 . 5 o 2 X ,6HOX7 . G 14.s ,• PCCN3 
2 = •, -:; 14 , = ,• FJ = ',G l4. S , / l 
w~ 1 r : c 6 .l C4 7) UF2 . PCON2 . UF l. PCCN l1MX ITER 
104- FORMAT< sx .·F ~= •• G1s .7. • P~ON2= •, G 1 s .7,• Fl= •• G 1 s .1.• PCONl= •• 
1 G l 5 ,7, • MXJ T c R= ',1 6 , / l 
C:PS ( /\J l = 0 , 0 
<: 11 DC 2 1 4 .J = l, tU 
)Y( J) = Y( J ) /XCONV 
Xc?l = ( ~(J+ ~ )- U( J))/(Y(J+ 2 )-Y(J), 
X = x; ·p 1-t.XF>' 1 • US•uS-i> XL ( J+ l l • RHC l ( Jt- 1 ) +XEPI *US* XCONV* XMU I ( J+ I 
.:.. .:OS ( J + I l = X/ ( TA U-* GCO N) 
!:hJ( Jl -:LJ l(J) *US 
£ 1 4 ~V (J) =Vl(J )*uS 
c->s < ll = 1 . 0 
w J.) lTE ( b , 1 002 1 COY( Jl ,J=l , N.J l 
1 o o:> Fa ~MA r c s x , 1 H v , 2 x • -:i 1 c. 1 2 • ,, 1 
WR I T' . ( o , l COJ l 
lO Cf FuR ~l'. 1( //:'X , 4HUCJ)) 
vi i< IT r. (" . 1 c "'') ( l>U ( J) I J = 1 , NJ) 
1 OC4 f"IJ1'MI\ 1 Cj ~ , ;c;i2 . 4 l 
WIH TF. ( 0 1 11..G~ ) 
l OC > F URMAT (//2 X . 4HV ! .Jl l 
"' R 11 :.: ( ') . I 004 ) ( 011 ( J I • J = I I N J ) 
LC r:UN T = C 
J F (L t.:;R T) f.0 , .36 5 , J 6r, 
J( ! 0 c 3ee J= i.~J 
) Y(.J) : Y(J l •XMU~*"HU l (l)ll<US T / ( RHOS•US•XMUl(l)) 
J~t Du ( Jl=vl(J )~vS/UST 
1::>07 
l J 0 i 
1 01) 
8503 
83J4 
111 "< l TE(6 ,l OO? ) 
F OR,"I AT ( / 2 X , ~ t-<Y + l 
w t; IT E(c . 10)4 1 ( O V(.J ) ,J = l1 NJ ) 
WR lT :0 ( 6 , 1 00~ ) 
F CR MATC/ 2 X . ~H IJt-) 
v.C:ITE( 6 ,l v04) ( 0U(Jl, J=l . NJ) 
WRITE<6.t0 04 ) ( XLl(J),J: l,N .J) 
WR ITE( t'>. 101 0 l 
FOR MA T (/ 2X , 6 H S T RESSl 
WR 1TEC 6 .1 004 l CEPS ( J ),J=l , N.JJ 
WI' I TE C 6 , 8 S O 3 ) 
FORMAT(/2.X, ' K lNE TI C ENERG V'I 
DO '3304 J=l I NJ 
OU(Jl= XK E l( J )*US *U S / UREF l/UREFl 
108 
• IHT c (6 , 1004)( 0U ( J) tJ = l , N J) 
r.o T C 33 .:; 
C:> O C CN T l NUt:. 
": Afh) 7 PU I N T 5 lu NJ Tt. 'IF 5Ulll t lHof 1 $ Wll H IN C AL CU LATI O " ~A Nl.I • 
NlJ = " J + I 
N ;:; J : MA X I) ( NJ , NJ T l 
N ~ J=" ;?J + 7 
l) Q 7 70 J=N IJ , N~ J 
O (J ) =- O ( NJ) 
E (J) : !:.( N JT l 
U ( J ) = l.(N J ) 
lf ( J) :: V( N J I 
U l ( J ) =U l (NJ) 
V I ( J l = V I ( "J l 
XL I ( J) = XLl (NJ) 
X KE ( Jl =X l< E CNJ) 
X-<E l ( .Jl =X Kf l (NJ) 
02 ( J ) =0 ·' (1\ J ) 
7 7 C XL ( J ) =XL ( " J ) 
C UDOATl l\~ A L L VAR IA5LES 
804 LuN TI 1'.U!'O 
30 0 
eo6 
()Hl)~ l. : TT $ 
~H~F 2 = l"HkF 
f'UREF ~=u>< E f- 2 
.> CONP'l =PCl: N.3 
1-'CON :J=PC" rN 
\J~EF ._ = Uf<£F 
RHRF = RHRF I 
U REr =URE F l 
vT2=U l 
u T= u T 1 
T H 2=TH 
TH = TH l 
DST = C!'. Tl 
DST1 =0::.T l 
O!:T 2 =0S Tl 
3 VREF2=02 ( NJ -7 ) 
V REF 2 = V RFF 
vqFF =V l REF 
vO 30 0 J = 1. N2 J 
02 (J)::V( J) 
O (J) = U ( J ) 
E ( J ) = R HO ( J ) 
U (J) :: U J (J) 
V( J) = V l(J) 
X KE I J ) = X KE l I J l 
R H C ( J ) = R HO 1 ( J ) 
XM U( J) = XM U I ( J) 
XL (J) = XL l ( .J ) 
CONTI NuE 
8 25 OXOI S= XDI ST/ XCONV 
IF COXD I S . LT. XCHA) GO TO 8 07 
NS TEP=N $ T EP ~l 
IF(NJT : P . GT . LMT) GO TO ~00 
GI,; TO ~07 
Ee- OJ NSlE P = 0 
If- CD K 0 I :... • L T • x (I IA 2 ) c,._, l CJ 'H J 
lr ( OX7 . Ll. :>X1 0 ) Gu T U 8 1 4 
l)X7= •lXl0 
(, 0 T I J •107 
b l '< l>X 7 - 1• I IH:<.t!H >X 7 
r, r, l 'I tl 0 7 
t' l j 1r ( ()1(7 . Ll • .)Jl. •'l loO TO >j l <'. 
I> X7 =•~ Ll<C (, CI UX 7 
GU TO "1 0 7 
109 
S 12 ..>X 7= D X'i 
6 0 7 uX " 2=D X8 
Pl Z = YCKJ OELl 
OX8= DX7• YC t< J DE:L l 
l F (LPOP o L Eo Ol C.0 TO 790 
l F ( PC ON . L E . Oo Ol GO T U 7 9 0 
H < A tl :) {( l.k E. F l-URc.F.n /UR EF ll. LT.O.OOO ll GO T O 7 9 0 
ll = ~ 8S ( U k~F l •UR EF t j l G ~A/ C PCUN*UStU5 )) 
IF<z z . ~ r . c xa > GO TO 7~0 
J F (l z . , ; J. G)d/10 .0l Gll T C 7C; l 
IJX ~= 1) X tS/ l C. O 
c.u Tl) 79 0 
7 "l l l) X 'I '-' / I 
K( IJUN T=K<; l,U Nl ~I 
l f-" CK'.t.U 1'T . f'.:f: .llGU TO 7 'J0 
.ICCUN T -" M~LuNT 
Wrdl l (t,. l l t: x t< . DC L x . w:uu NT 
I UR MA, T( • !O J I.MA HA :; TAKEN t:: F t .: C T OX~= ', G l4o 5 t' 
I UU " T= '. I C:: > 
7QJ NJ = LJ O ~L+7 
IC GUNl=MCCUNT-JC OUNT•l 
1F ( l ~OUN1-KCUU"T )3 , J , 4 
4 IF CJ C OUNl , GT , O l GO T O 5 
GG TO 3 
5 KC GUN T= O 
J ':UJl'\T= C 
wR! T ~ ( c . 2 l OX 3 . DEL X . ~CCUNT 
DEL X= 1 e G l4o 5 e' MC 
2 FORMAT (' S I G,.:A HA S O !SCOUNTI I'< DX B= •,G l 4 o 5 e' DELX= ', Gl 4 . 5 ,' MC CU 
c 
c 
l NT= ' • I 5 l 
3 LJ OEL=N J 
WR I T C DAT A ON DISK IF DE S I REu F OR S TART I NG P ROFIL E CF 
s u eSEUUENT F<U i'< 
J F ( LOUT O ) S , 9 , 8 
~ ! F (N~CC . G T .NPCR l GG T C e 
If ( NP~ . L T. O . ~ NO . O XD I S . G~ . X P4 ( ND( ~ ))NC A~DS=NCAROS•l 
IF ( N~ 2 . G T. O o AND o R ET . GE . XP4 ( NP CC l )NCARD S =NCARDS• l 
I F ( N".: ARDS . NE ol >Gu T (J e 
W R IT E (l O J aLT!, OFT , ~ E L X oO X8 . X D I S T. XDINC , OX7 . AS Tt PT Z , U R EF , U R EF2 . 
I Rrl~F . RHRF 2 . T H2 , TH , DS T , CST 2 , QS T~ . VRF F , UT o UT 2 tMC OUNT, NST EP.J~ CUNT, 
2 K: OUN T. KLJN . NEG .LJDEL t NJ , N2 J tMM,Y.u. o . v . 02 . x L.L COUNT . VRE F 2 . NEGO . 
JNGU , ~CuN3 , PCON? 8 , XKE . KE J, ~CCN09 oLO~T, X TR I PT o R AM CTR , GAMMT R 
NP CC= r--P C ;: + l 
NC. ARDS= O 
7 02 1 F ORM,TC 5Gl 5 . 7 l 
7 020 F aR MA T Cl 8 ,1 G l 5 o7o4! 9 l 
llO 
WRITE(6,701U)OXOI S . 0X7 ,M~ U~NT 
c 
7 010 FORMAT('O CATA HA S eELN Q\Jll>UT LIN 01 ~-. .... 4.T r>xu1 s =· .Gl4.5.'0>.7 -: •,(ol4 
70 CO 
70 0 1 
70(.5 
lo 5 •' MC Ol..l"T= • , 15) 
rOi;MAT( 5Gl 5 o 7 l 
FURM .. T(l 0 181 
FOl<M~T< 5Cd~. 7) 
SAF ETY Mf/\SUR t:S 
~ l F (NJ - ~ 0 0 l .J 1 0 , 18 0 , I dv 
J JC lF(L OC P > ::01 • .>0l. 302 
301 IF(uX C I S-X~ ) :i O le IP :> tiEO 
eo1 I F(MCCUNT-NLMT)7d l'3 0 .J 80 
302 1FlM~OUNT-LOCP )7,1 00 1l ~O 
7 I F<MR~P .LT. O l GO TO l ~ l 
I FCNEG.L E . NNrcG >GO TO eo~ 
ASS I GN l~O T O NEGS 
GO T O 809 
' 8 C3 A S SIGN 1 9 1 T C NEG!; 
80? GO TO NE G~ ,(1 9 1,1 80) 
1E-0 5 TOP 
CNO 
111 
S.J F.IROUT I NI: UV1 I ,• 
C "4 CO FC"' T.CL l 1Ul ·~ 1llllJI I> Wt1 41<. I 1 ' · l 1111" 
L) [MLN :.tUN AAl .: OO) , ' ll:!l<'OO> . <.Cl.'ll<. ), ,J1> ( r' Oll l 
4 1 5 
C0 ·'4MDl'./TV cL/uELX , Tl s . uf. r l t .A( :'00) · •· ( .·\)(l ) . r. ( . ·001 , ()( ; •QOI , XM lJ ( .·oo>. 
1 XKE(200 l , XK!". 1( 2 0 0 ), 
I Y ( 20 :> ) , V C .:! 0 0 ) , U ( 2 0 0 ) , AP ( 21) 0 ) , l''H t L1 ( i 0 0 I • XL ( 20 0 ) , U I ( c 0 0 ) , C MA X • PC C N , 
2PRK , CKE,F S T.K EJ , 
2RHGS,X'4 US o DcLT 1. PR ~ . us . T ~~T .DEL T. NJ.MCCUNT eLDF .LJDEL o KJDcL . 
3NOU , NEGu . !T E~ .NOJ2.MXI T ER . NEGO.uPDATE .M lTE~ 
COMMON/MIXLE/V1( 20~ l. XL 1( 200) , AST , ~TZ o UST,TAU o GAMMTR 
CN.::=u • 2 
NFUD G= I 
OEL= DE1- X+TT :; 
XMIN=TT S/CEL 
XPLU=OELX/Ol:L 
IFCMCOU~T . LT . 25 ) GU T O 41~ 
I F ( L CF • GT , 0 ) GO T G 4 I 2 
A(l)=X~U(l)/XMU S 
~JPlM =NJ+ l 
NJf>2M=NJ + (: 
DO 41 I J= 2 , NJP:!M 
lFC K!:.J , ECl . Ol GO Tl) '+15 
IF ( J . LT.K !: J) GO TO 4J o 
A(Jl =XMU (J)/XMUS +RHU(J l •CKE • ~O~ T(XL( J ll*SO~T ( XKE(Jl l /RHOS 
GCTC4 11 
A 7 = &, 8 5 ( U ( J + l l -U ( J- I ) I 
A (J) =XMU (J) /XMUS+RH 0 (Jl•XL(Jl•A7•GAM MT R / ( ( Y ( J+ 1 ) - Y ( .J-1 l l 
l • RHOS l 
411 ':CNT l NUC 
R (I) = A (l ) 
OU 413 J: (: , NJPIM 
4 1 "l (J) : (A( J q)+A(J)+ACJ-1))/3 . C 
KJ:NJ-1 
IF(lTLR . ~C . ~)N=GU=N Er. C 
NUU2= N C:: GU 
NuU= l-ICGU 
Ne GU= 0 
N!: GO=O 
4 1 ~ v l(l l=O . C 
~<1.<1> =0 . c 
c::: c1J=1.c 
C CCI l=O . O 
DO 40 J=C:,N.J 
Y JE 1 = Y ( J + i ) - Y ( J) 
Y DEZ = Y(Jl-Y(J-1) 
Y0E3 = Y0c l+YDE2 
IF( -IC GUN T-25 l22, 71 0 t 710 
7 I ~ l F ( L CF) 7 0 3 , 2 2 , 2 2 
C ~ T A~~~AO C XPLIC IT 
22 If-CV(.J)) .:?fJ..30, 31 
30 T x = u <J+l>-u<J> 
3 1 T X= UCJ )-UCJ- 1 ) 
32 XPX l 
XPX6 U ( J .. l ) 
x~x~ = ~ELX~G(J )•( ,xµx6-U (J) ) 
112 
XPX.$-:: DELX • C(J) C( U( J ) - U(J -l ll 
ll 1 ( J ) = X"X 1 + XP X.~-X~'x J 
, ,c TO 704 
f"vLL 'f I Ml,L l C I T FOR ,.. UL Al lUI\ 
7CJ r:xP= 0 . 5• (:3(J + l l+ B( J )l /YOE l 
NFUOG= -1 
CXM= 0 . 5• ( b ( J) +8 ( J -1 ) )/ YD£2 
l ~( Jl=Vl(J ) /Y OE3- 2 . •CXP/YOE..3 
IF( AA(Jl. GT . O. O l GO T O ;oa 
B~ (J l = -V l ( J) /YDEJ- 2 . •CXM/YDE3 
l F(t\P. ( J) . GT . o . o > GO TO lv8 
l F ( J ( J ) • L T • 0 • :> l GO T 0 1 0 9 
C :(J ): -~(ON+ U(J l• U (J ) / DE LX 
OC(Jl = 2 . •( CXP +CXMl/YOE3+U(J) /OELX 
GC TO 1 C4 
10~ CC(Jl=-PCCN+CNC•AoS(U ( J ) l •U(J)/OELX 
00 ( J ) = 2 ••(CXP+CX~ ) /Y C E3+ CNC•A ~ S ( U ( J) l/OELX 
GO TC 1 0 4 
lOe IF('J( J). L E . o . o > GO TO 103 
C~ < Jl=- PCLlN +U ( J l *U (J ) /DELX 
I F(Vl( J).L E . o . o > GO TO 1 06 
A• (J) = - ~ ·• CXP/YD~3 
Bd ( Jl= - V l (J ) /YOE2-2 . •CXM/ YDE3 
[, '.J ( J ) = 2 . *C C XP +C XM) /Y OE J + ( UC J ) l / CJ EL X+ V l l J l /YDE2 
G::: T O 1 04 
1 0t AA CJ l=V l( J ) /YDE l- 2 .•C XP/VDE3 
P~ (J )=- 2 · *CXM/VOE3 
~~ ( J) =2 . • ( CXP+CXM)/YD£3+U ( J ) /DtLX-V l( J J/YOEl 
C..0 T 0 1 04 
10.J CC ( J):-PCCN+ CN:: •A B$ ( U( J) l•U ( J)/OELX 
I F ( V l( Jl.L E oO oO ) GO TU 10~ 
A \ ( J) : - ? . • r:AP/ YDEJ 
L3 ( J) :: -VJ(J)/YDE2-2 . •CXM/YDEJ 
0~( J l =2 • * < r.XP+~XM)/Y[,E3+CNC•AoS ( U {J ) ) /OEL X +Vl(J ) / YDE2 
GC T (J 1 0 4 
10 5 A •(J )=Vl(J)/YD~l - 2 . 0CXP/ YOE3 
~~ (J) = - 2 . *CXM/YD£3 
l).) ( J)-: ,2 .~( CX~ +(;X .... l / Yvc3+.:NC•A85 ( U(J) l/DELX -Vl ( J)/YDE.1 
l v 4 ::c:~T!NU E 
7 r.4 CuN T I "4U [ 
4() CONT 1 11. U~ 
c'J ( "Jl = .> . o 
C'D (~J l = l . 0 
:C l 'Ul =vFfFl/U~ 
IF ( NFJOG oLT e O) CALL S Y( NJ, 8B eDD ,AA, CC) 
o..;10;· J =4: . t JJ 
!F ( 1'1FvuG . LT.OlU I ( J ) =CC ( J ) 
JF' ( OlLTl l J~o • .1-:0 . v , 1 
3 o 0 1 F ( u i ( J ) • u ~./ Ul<L f- 1- 0 . 9'1 I '> 7 ~ . 3(. ... . _lf12 
36.! I<. JDS L = J 
DC:LTI = 1 . 1 
36 1 !F(~l(J ) -Ul (J -1 ) )77 ~ o 77l . 573 
77 2 Ul(Jl =U~ EFJ/U~ 
57~ I FC~ ELT ) ~ 00 e 400e7 1 3 
4CJ 1 F ( U l(Jl *~5/vREF 1 -T ~ST)4 7 , 41 , 41 
113 
1q LJ')EL ~ J 
U t.L T : : l • .; 
71 ) U l(J) = l,R f. F!/\.J S 
4 7 11' ( u I ( J l • L :'. • 0 • 0 0 i) l l "-E ~; C" J 
1 C'7 C u"' Tll'.UE 
RL TU~ I\ 
L. N D 
114 
S U"!ROL.T l "' E U'w'!::'.LI 
co ~Mu N/ T '/t.L/vc...LX . T r ~ .. ur<1..f- I 'A ( 2 0 0) • 'i ( ..: 0 0 ) • c ( ?.O 0 ) • D ( 2 00) . x MU ( .~ 0" ) • 
I X K E ( 2 00 l • XI((. I ( .200 ) , 
I Y( 2 0'.l) . v ( ;: oo) . U( 2 00) . p o ( ,"' ;)) ) . RH C ( 200 ) ' XL ( 200 ) . u I ( 200 ). CM-' X , PC llN . 
2PR K , :KE , F~T , i<.C.: J, 
2RHCS . XMU S . DELTl t PR~ . u s . T rsT . O[LT . NJ . MCOUNT .LDF . LJD EL. KJDE L. 
3 NOU . NEGU ,J TE~ .NOU2 , MX I TER , NCGU .UPDAT E ,Ml TE~ 
700 00 ''.) J = 2 , NJ 
Y :lE l = Y ( J + l J-Y( JI 
Xlll"IC = DE L X 
Y OE2 = Y( J J-Y(J-ll 
Y DE.3 = Y CEI +Y0£2 
" ( J ) = 1 • 0 / u ( J ) 
9XB XML. ( J•ll 
C XC = ~H( ( J+l l• XL ( J+ ll 
C XE = U I J • l > 
d Xfl I 
BXB.::! 
!' ( J) 
CXC I = 
.:xc : = 
h 1-( I ~ ( ( uX d .. x M.J ( J ) ) / ( x Mu s '" r•t HJ ( J ) • u ( J ) • y DE l. y &JE 3 ) 
(ext: H~t-10 ( J) • X L ( J ) ) .. ( r x~ - u ( J) ) / ( RHO ( J). u ( J) •YUE 1 . y L>E I • Y Dt .l ) 
6 >- d l+ BX82 
Pt-oGS • ( XMU ( J) + X MUI J- I l I / ( >. MU:;'l>RHO ( J l •u ( J l * Y OE 2 * YDE 3 l 
I l<rlu I J l •XL I J l +k HO ( J - I J • XI. ( J - 1 ) l * ( U ( J l - U ( J - l l ) / ( ~HO ( J l • 
lU( J H• YDt?. • Yli . . 2ll<Y JC .l I 
C ( Jl = ·:XC I + CXC ~ 
A P ( J ) = RH C ( NJ l / ( k M(I ( J ) • U ( J l l 
[ t= ( v ( J ) ) _;Q !:> ' .J ?5 • J ~., 
395 P(Jl = ') , 'jO'(V(JJ+ V (Jtlll•A(J) /Yl>C I 
<.>C T C ::Vi7 
J ·ic J.<J> = o . c, • 1 v < J >+v 1 .J-1>>•A<J> /v1Jtc 
J 9 7 P I\ I = A t:1 ~ (A ( J l l 
P B ! = < t3xe 1 +cxr: 1l / PR:, . - . O•( •)Xl:-l +( XC. <: l 
Ah. -: P ~ l +Pt!l 
20 CMA X = AMA Xl !AAo C MA XI 
RETURN 
END 
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S U9ROUTIN E ~ Y ( NN .n~ . oJ .AA. CC l 
O lMEN :i llJI\ .44"1~0(11 , :ltJ ( :'i)v) , (.( ( . • OO).l)ll ( '00) 
OCI I 0 I: ; • , NN 
P..:P.U ( I) /D C ( 1-1) 
l>D ( I) =DO ( I l-~•AAI 1-1 l 
l J C C ( 1 l =CC (I )- 1~ • Ct::( 1- I) 
CC(NN)=CC(NN)/l>U(NNl 
DO 201=2 ,,._N 
J=NN-I+l 
2) CC<Jl =<CC (.Jl-"A(.J.l ll'CC: (.J+l ))/00(.J) 
RETURN 
ENC 
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:; 1-. M"l.J I>. / 1 V L L / U EL X , T r r, , IJR : f I , A ( • '\l O > , .I( ::> l) 0 I , 1: ( .? O 0) , D ( .~ O 0 I ' "' MIJ ( ~ 0 0 I • 
IXK .. ( 2 1.lC'l ,xi-.t l c 200 1 . 
lY( '00 l oV( .' v0 ) , .; ( .?00 1 ,A I ( '00 ) , " • IU( ' t lO l, X l ( ' ll J l.Ul( :!vO ).CMAX , P(f lN , 
' P'' " • '; ~a . i •) f . KL J, 
' !<1 11. : ., X"llJ ' , IJr I 11 , 1>1, • , 11 : ., I I :", I , ,)1 L I , NJ,MCflUN l , Lill ,( Jlll.l , 1<. .Jlli l • 
.>Ndd , •~ I .. u , 11 l I~ ,NU IJ ' , MX 11 1 1.' ,N I l ol , , UPl>Al' ,M l I I I< 
CU "IMCJIVMl)(L [ /Vl ( .: 0 0 ) ,XL I( .: o ? l .A ~· l , p f 7 , u _, f ,lAU . GAMMT~ 
XL l ( I I = •) • 0 
PT/=Y ( KJ OE L ) 
1F('4(0U1' T. ~0 . 2~ 1A ~ r = . C'b9•P T Z/ , l , 
P 'Yl =A S T~ ~~ T• C PrL-- ~T)/( , SO •UPE F l~ PT l >•DELX •A ST/PTL 
A 5 1 :: » Y I 
l~("l' L ~1' 1 . L1 . 2~ lPYl = Y (KJO ~Ll •O . ~ e~/ 0 .1 2 
XL~= P Y l *µYl~ ol 2 • . l ~ 
J T = -1 
P 'Y J = O . o•PY l 
r 2 = 0 . o 
u<; JT ::vS T 
1-' PL u~.;,, p c LN•u:> •u :-. • u·.~HH t•.; /( U 5 T•T .4U • 3 ? . )74 ) 
J r, I x - • "l • 
XO::IJNll l lll l '> • IJ~ /XM UJ 
YI I x u . 1 • lcllll '> /( X "4<J'. C xCuNV ) 
Pf I Y ' I , 
1" -. 1 ·c . c 
JM: NJ/ ' 
iJC.: l l) l J ::c , J M 
T PL ( U l ( J H )-U l ( J-1) )/( Y ( J+l )-'Y ( J - 1 I >•us • xCONV•X MUS /3 2 .174 
1 .:>L :: A"'.., ( T PL) 
1 0 1 TAT <; T = AMA X l(T PL oTAT S T) 
T '!F= TA.T ;> T 
JJ=NJ+l 
U 3 1T =SOR T<T ~F•32 .17~/RHuS ) 
DC 335 J =2 , JJ 
YTTT=Y(J) 
J F(T £ F . LT.O . Ol T EF= T 4 U 
PF l X= l.~PµLvS*YTTT•U S iT/LS 
IF ( PF I X . LT. O. O)PFIX=l . 
lF CPPLU S , GE . O . O I PFlX= l • 
PF I X =SOR T ( PF I X ) 
X~F='YTTT•USlT/ (T S I X• US l 
lF( U ( 2 ). GT . O. OlXPF =Pr tx •xPF • PF IY 
l F ( X~F . ~ T . s O . J XPF= ~o . 
XPF: 1.-t: ic P ( -XPF ) 
ut<= . 4l•XP F 
XL1 {JJ =UK • UK•YTT T•YT T T 
I F(XLl(J )- X L K l335. 335 o 33~ 
33~ TTST=YTTl• uST/U S 
I FhJ( ~ ).LE . o . o > GC T C 4 v l 
l F (T TST .LT . so.> GO T O 3 3 5 
XLK= AMA X I( XL I ( J), XLK) 
401 J P = J+l 
XL l(J )=XLK 
GC T O 3 4 C 
3 3 5 C GNT INUE 
U S?. 1 = US l T 
3 4 5 1-<ET URN 
J 4C DO J 41 .J=JP ,J J 
J 41 XLl(.Jl =xL ,.; 
U S?. T =IJ~ lT 
R [ l IJ~N 
E: Ni i 
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s UAt~ OU T 1 ~- c:. r ~ AN~ ( R LA • R.OT • GA:~ lo1T h • r•i: ..;r,'.)" . L OR T • >. T ·~ I p r • A s T • R "' MDh: I • u I • 
l XQ I ST , xTUFP f . ~UP T N ,Y l~A~9 1 
0 l~~ ~S I O N U 1l ~OLJ l 
Ul2=Ul<. l 
! F ( N".: rl Nt) r. . 1 t1.i Oul ''" li . ll 
I F ( NUl'lN . 1. 1. 0 l <· Li l tJ . ' 
!f( NC CiN tJ'< . ,() ,J O l 1,l) l lJ < 
I f C J I ,• • \, T • <J • 0 ) C, I l T ll ,' :> 
X l Rt. P I ::; ( XLl I :., I / IE.X ) • ( J . O'. ~ •l { t X t 477'1 0 . l 
N(.0N l>q -= I 0 
2 R ET TR = I • l-, 4 • ( l • t 2 <!. 4 0 0 , / rl 1 X ) t ( P 1· X >C< * 0 • 4 t l 
DR ': T9 =RL: TT 1~ -R£ 1 
IFC ORET'; , GT . O. J 0 1 <,Q TU 20 
XTR I PT=XDI S T 
NCON09=1 CO 
L CRT= 1 
I F ( NQµ TN. LT.O l GO TU ~ 
XTPT=X TflFt>T 
GC T C b 
5 XTPT=XTR 1 PT+60. 0 • XT R J P T/CR E.>. **0• 333~3 3 ) 
6 R ~MOTR=<xTPT -X TRIPT)/ ( SOR rC- A LOG(j , 0001)/0.41 2 )) 
A 5T =O . oa~•YTRAN9/0 , J2 
11 GMCNST=-0 , 412* < XD l ~T -.>.T P IPTl*C XO!ST- X TRIPT)/(RAMOTR*RAMOTR) 
GAMMTR = l.O- EXP(GM CNSTl 
2 0 RETURN 
E ND 
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s~~~OU TI~~ ~ PLl ~U(~ . v. ~ .C) 
u!MC N $ 1 (.;N x c · •Q) ,Y{ 50 ) .. )( (; Q),P( : 10l o l ( '.10 ) ,(:(4, '.Q ),A( ':>O. J ), l' ( ' (l ). 
l 7. < 5 o 1 • "'< • .. c i 
Mo'lt=M-1 
l)(J .' K - J,1'1M 
1) ( o<. ) :: X( Y.. 1 I ) -X ( t<. ) 
ll(K):l)(K)/r, , 
l. (K) ~ (Y( i...+l)-Y( K ) )/l >( K ) 
;) C:;. K=2 ,,.,M 
3 8 (Kl=E{Kl- E( K-ll 
,t ( 1, 2 ) =- 1 . -o ( 1) /0 C 2 ) 
A( l , 3 ) :0( 1)/0 (2) 
A { 2, 3 ) = P ( 2 l - P { I ) -ii .ti. C 1 , 3 I 
A ( 2, 2 I= <! • + ( f' C l ) tP ( 2 l ) -1-> ( 1 ) *AC 1 , 2 I 
-C i ,Jl='{2, J )/A( 2,2 l 
·.3(2l=A{l!l/>1( ;! , ~ ) 
OU 4 K=.3,MM 
\ ( K • ::! l = 2 , * ( ~~ ( K -1 ) +P (KI ) -P ( K -1 l *A ( K - l , 3 ) 
!.> ( r< ) :: fJ CK l - PC r<- 1) • t3 ( K- I) 
ACK.ll=P<Kl/A(K,2 ) 
• 8 Cr<l=eCKl/A(K, 2 ) 
v = O{M-2 1/0(M-1) 
/\l i~d l=l .+OtA CM- .c: , .:.: ) 
A ( "', 2 ) = - C -A C .... , 1 ) *A { M- I , .J ) 
B(Ml:R{M-2)-/\(/.ol, l l* 3!M-1) 
Z ( ti) = S ( M ) /to. ( ·~ , 2 I 
MN=M- 2 
Ol.o 6 l :: 1 , IJ.N 
K =M- l 
S l ( Kl=B ( K) -t C< , .3 )* Z l K+l) 
Z ( l ) '=-A ( l , 2 ) 4< l { 2 ) -t ( l , 3 ) + l. { .3) 
DO 7 K=l , 1'1.M 
O=l ,/ C 6 . +C< Kl I 
c; ( 1 , K l = L ( K l * I< 
C C '.? oK ) ::..l(K +l ) * <l 
(. ( ! ,J() :Y(K ) / oJ ( K )- l ( o<.)~ f.J( K ) 
".: ( 4 , K J = Y ( K + l l /L> ( K l - I ( K t 1 l tP ( K ) 
~ IN { o< ) '= ~ ( K ) - µ ( t{ ) ¥ ( Z ( l<. t l ) + ;; • • l ( r< ) ) 
W ( ;-1 ) = ::: ( ,_, - 1 l • , > ( ,14- 1 l + ( Z ( M - l ) t 2 • • l C M ) ) 
RC: TURN 
::'.ND 
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s~eRO~TlNE JF J NT ( X~ . xF . NN.N~ .cc.v> 
0 I ME I" 5 I 0 N XX ( .J 0) • Ct: ( ~ , 3 0 I 
NS-=NN 
If ( XX ( N(3) . G T. XF) N6 = 1 
00 10 J=N E! e N~ 
IFCXX(J).L~ . XF ) GO TO 10 
N N = J- 1 
t;O T O 1 2 
l'} C. ONT I NUE 
12 lF ( NN . CU ."5 1 NN=NN-1 
lF( NN ,LT.t) NN= l 
~=XX ( NN•t)-XF 
O =Xf -X X ( NN) 
Y= CC < t. NN )•A•A•A+CC C ~ 1NN)•B•B•B+CCCJ.NN ) ~A+CC (4,NN) * B 
k f: ru qN 
[ N O 
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B. Computer Program for Solution of the 
Inviscid Flow Equation Including 
Solution of the Viscous-Inviscid Interaction 
In this section the programs for solution of the inviscid flow 
equation and solution of viscous-inviscid interaction are listed. 
'llle computer code consists of a main program and three subroutines. 
11le main program reads in the data and logic parameters, initializes 
all necessary quantities, coordinates the subroutines, calculates 
needed parameters and solution of viscous-inviscid interaction, and 
prints out important results. 1be subroutines and their functions 
are: 
(1) PERTRB, which calculates the solution of inviscid flow. 
(2) POI.FIT, which is used to interpolate values of U and 6* 
obtained from the boundary-layer program. 
(3) ABINTL, which is used to integrate numerically the first 
and the last terms of Eq. (58). 
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·: u f: DL 
«E Rl'< O~ 
R F• AND RCCNS T 
~ E 
l':ON 
KCCJN 
N".:.:11\1 
l l 11 
JI II 11 
X XF • l( l • Uk t f I 
,(::) TP T , XENDP T 
.J E IJ 
C>ST O 
vRL F 
c " · .:P l 
NG I VEN 
XL'-'• XUP 
/ .li< f-UIL CliO dl Il l• 1~1 Ft:H tNC ~ LcNGT H 
RELEXATICN r- ACT GR . FOR T H!:: D IR ECT lNTERACTIGN 
METHOD RF I 5 US ED WITH ~CUNST= 1.o; F OR INVERSE 
~ETHG.) ;<CONST I S SPECIF I ED WIT I~ RF=loO 
PE YNOL DS NO. 
IF IC ON= l• DI SPLACEMENT TH . AN~ VELOC I T Y ARE 
RE AD FRUM C.ARDS o IF NOT. RE AD FPOM DI SK. 
I F S MOOTH I NG I S RCOU IR ED o KCON ; 0 • 
I F N':UN; l. CAL(.ULATI ON OF DI SPL .il•.:!::M£NT lHo 
J :, Nlll l>E OUIRL[J ( D IR CC'T INTc~AC.T I ON M[ TtlOI) ) 
I r-i I I I I• I IJ I '.. I> I .A C l Mt N l f H • W HI <.:ti I . , lJ :,t I I I , N l Y I LR 
I 111 f 1 1 ~:., 1 11 L P A l I O~ 
U~ TA ~ROM BOUNDARY LAYER SOLUTION SUCH THAT 
XXF=O~TA PO INT. X l=DI SPL.ACE~ENT TH . AN D Uf:EF l= 
VELCCl TY 
~T~ RTING AN D E ND P OINTS F OR CALCULATION 
V ~LC C'.l TY ~T T~E INT E~ACTI ON STA~TING POINT 
~ I S PL~t EMENT TH. AT THE INTERAC TI ON S TA RTING 
PO INT 
RcFER( NC ~ VEL OCITY 
Cl-' :. 1•..; c:: :..s UR E CCEFFIC I E NT ; CP I = 1-CP 
M~X . NI.IMC~~ OF ITER ATI CN5 OF INVIS CI D PROGR AM 
L CwER AN O u PPER LIMITS OF I~TEGRATION F OR 
I ~VI S~ I D VE L OC ITY 
f"'P L I C I T ~[ A L * S ( >\- H,C- l ) 
R EAL• 4 xxF.X l o UR ~F l 
'.> I M~ NSI ON UU( 70 ) .XI.( :' 0 0 ) t UAC JOO l . DA.(3001 ,X(70l , 0 (70) oU(70) . OS (70) 
*•UOL~ ( 70J , uNE W(7 0 )t R:LDEL (70)1 D NEW(7 0 )o DELDST (70JoUBL (70 ) .DNEW0(70 
•l. DN! WOP (7 0 ) .CP ( 70 ), ~P l C7 0l . SPERCC701 
2 01 F CP"I PT(7Gl0 . 8 ) 
202 FORMAT (llO,;'F l 0 . 6 ,4Y10l 
203 F Ui:'r.IATI lCX. oG 16 obl 
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? 04 F Qi;:~ "' T ( I 4 x •• x ( I N PU T ) •• dX •• Uf ( OR r (, ) •• 8 x •• u E ( B . L . ) •• 9 x •• l) s r ( OL l) ) •• 9 
* X , ' D ~ T ( NI·. °"' l ' , 7 X , ' u S T ( A V GJ ) ' , / ) 
20~ F O~~AT(7G l~.6 ) 
C: Ol• F OR."1 1\1 ( ;>x ,• x ( f NPUl )' ,n x , 'U l (tl . L .)' t 6X o' UE ( [Niil)' .ax .• REL l>lJ [: ' ,1x • 
• • OST ( LLD ) •• ~x . •us T ( NI: \\ l • • 6X •• r. c. L DOS T •• 5x •• OST ( UNAllD) •• 4x. 'D S T ( RLX 
•Dl '• /) 
~07 FGRMA f C ~G l 4 . 6 ) 
~ Ce FCRMAT(///,•~•••••••~• DOES NUT CCNVE~GE ** ~*******') 
?O~ FGR"IAT( / //,••••••••••• CCNVER0ES AFTER IT ERATIONS*********') 
;:' l.) F 01-! "I A l( / / ) 
·'Ou 
3 ')7 
30~ 
F CR '-1 AT ( /// , ' I "..Ll UNT =' , f 5 , /// l 
FO~MAT ( 5X , J~ l 6 . 6 , 5X ,3Glbo 6) 
FCRM ATClOX, 4Gl6 o6 ) 
3 09 FORM AT ( 1 4 X , ' X ( I t4P U T ) ' , e X , ' 
•/ ) 
S/C •• e. x •• CP ', 9X t 1- CP .. 
:: 10 F-CJRMAT <1 ::>x . •x•.12x .• u c a .L.> '• 12x .• D• '•t 9x . •x•.1z x .• u c e . L.>' .1 2x .• 
•::>• •• / ) 
RE A0(5 . 2~ 1 ) CuRDL.R[kkU~ . RCON S T. xSlPT.XENDPT,UECJ . OS T O 
•R ll ~ ( e . ~0~) c ~~JL. R~RR~R . RCuNS T. XS T PTt XENOPT . UEO ,OSTO 
~ E A~ ( 5 , 2JI ) UEQEF ,N G !V f~ 1 XLP , X U P 
WRIT ~ (o. ~Oj ) UEP.~F .N ~ IVLN . XL P .xUP 
RE A0 ( 5 , 2 0£ ) N , RF , Rf, I CC.N o K<.ON,NCON , NTPA N 
~Rll ~ ( 0 , ~ C ~ l N , PF , GE ,I CON , KC GN , ,..,CC,.., , NTRA N 
i:..l ALl < ~.;::011 <uu <1>.J=1.,..,> 
i;•f: J> O ( <; , ~ C'll IX(lltl=l , ~I ) 
QC: A O ( 5 1 2 0 I ) ( DOL D ( I ) , I= 1 , N) 
UC 3'2> T =l oN 
3(> r:>OL D Cll =DOLl.> t!)/1 000 , 
NUM~LR=-0 
C C="I 
NM= N -1 
l F(tC111'. . f:l) .J) GU l CJ: 
5J CONTINUt 
READ(l 2 ) XAF . x1 . uP r ~1 
IF( XXF . GE . X5 1PT l GO TU S I 
GO TO SC' 
51 lC= I C +l 
XA( IC) = XXF 
UA C IC> =Uf';IEF l 
DA<ICl= Xl 
IF(XXF . G T. X~NOPT) r,~ T C ~J 
GC T O 50 
53 f COUNT = T C 
WRITEC 6 o 306) lC GuNT 
WR I TEC c:, 21 OJ 
w i< IT E < c . 207 > < x a. c I > , u.'\ c r > , OJt. < 1 > , I = 1 , r c ou NT > 
DC 54 .J= loN 
XO= X ( J) 
CALL PGLFIT(lCCUNT,AAo DA tXO , O~l 
( ALL PCLFtT<TCOUNT.xA . uA . xo . un J 
t..> (J>=DD 
U(J)=UD 
DS (J);;: O (Jl 
54 C ONT I NU E 
c;u To 4 
::! C ONT I NUE 
R EAi.) ( 5 • 2 0 ! ) ( I.) ( l ) , I = l , N ) 
READ ( 5 , 2 ('1 ) CU ( I l , l = l • N ) 
DO 1 l J = l • N 
D (Jl=O CJ)/'1000 . 
U'JL( J l = U ( J) 
11 L>S (Jl=DCJl 
4 CONTINUE 
UEDl =U< 1 >-u:::o 
DC 'i5 1 =1,N 
U ( I ) -=U( I l-UED l 
5 "> U l l L ( I l = U ( I ) 
1 ; CIJNT I NU L 
IH1 77 I = l , N 
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17 11 (11 :.. ( f'lr • O < !)+( 1-fJf )4 l>l lLD( l)J 
W RI T l ( {. , ;• I C ) 
WR ll l ( 1> • • ' 0 11 ) 
w H I T r ( b • :· ·.l ; ) ( x ( 1 ) • I Ill ( [ ) • u ( I ) • D uLl> ( I ) • (J s ( I ) • l) ( 1 ) ' I :: 1 ' N ) 
CALL PEll l ld l ( X , u . uu . o.uNEW, Nt R~LD t:'L oXLPoXUPoUl:O ) 
IF( NCUN . E.0 .1) r,u 1 0 17 
DO l 6 J = 1, tJ 
16 ONE W ( J) = C ( J) * Ul·L ( J ) / UIJUv ( J ) 
DNEWl=DN EW(l)- (051 0 
DO 35 J= 1, N 
ONEW(Jl=CNE W(J) -DN£~1 
O NE WO(J ) :.uN E W( J) 
/ 1 000.) 
DN~W O P(J) =RCUNST• DNEW(Jl+ll.-kC ONSTl•DCJ) 
3:. C CNT I NU E 
UO 3 9 J ;;: l,N 
~ EL0STIJl =D AB~CUN~ WOP ( J l-D ( J )l 
UEL~ ST(J}=DELOST ( J )/DNCWOP(J) 
:n <:CNTINUE 
DN~W OPCtl=ONE WO ( I) 
WJ;IT[(6, 2 1 0 ) 
WR1TE(6, 206 l 
WR IT E ( 6,;.;!07 ) ( XC l ) . UBL( l) , uNEW ( I) ,R EL DE L< I l , D ( I) oON EW( Il oOE L DS TC l) • 
*ON El!IO( I) oDNE WOP( I), l =l , N l 
DC 1 8 J = loN 
IFCRELD EL CJ) . GT.R ERROR ) GO TO 2 1 
113 C ONTINUE 
GG T O 2 7 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 5 7 l = 1, N 
CPl =< UNEW C I l •UNEWCI ))/(UEREF•UER EF l 
CP = t.-CPl(I) 
57 SPE RC<IJ =X (l)/CORDL 
WR IT E(6 , 309l 
WCUT E (6,308l ( X( I ) ,SPERC (I) oCP 
WIHT E (61208) 
NUMBER=NL.MBE R+l 
lF(NUMBE~.G~ eNGIVEN ) GO TO 17 
DO 56 J =l •N 
( ! ), CPl (lloI=l,N) 
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U ( J I .::UBL ( J) 
'.>6 O(Jl = ON[WOPCJ • 
-.,a r t.; a 5 
;~ 7 •~(.;NI INUI 
1111<1 r I" t " · .?.0·11 
17 C ONT I NU l.: 
~ 1 01-' 
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SU6ROU T INE PERTR Btx.u.uu.D.uNr. w. fl. . ~ELDEL.XLPt XUP e UEOl 
IMPLICIT RZAL•~<A-H.G-Zl 
l) l MC: NS l C" ilOP ( 70) , D < 7 0 ) , u ( 70) • >.I' ( 7 0 ) • U I ( 70 ) • X ( 70 ) • UNCW ( 7 0) • lJU ( 7 0 ) 
I • Y ( -.0 ) • DOPJr. ( 7 0), DuPP I 7 0 ) , JOPXf' I 7 0) , 1)U1ll ' X I 7 0) , Of I 111 ( 7 0 > . RE. l I if l ( 70 I • 
•• Ul-'A4( 7 0l 
NN=N-l 
NNN.:"'N-1 
NMID=(NN/ c.' l+l 
DELX = XC 2 l -X( 1 > 
DELXH=o. s •DABS<DELX ) 
XLP=-10. 
XUP= lO. 
DO 2 I= l •I\ 
2 X(ll =XC I)-NN•OELX/~ . 
X(r-;MtDl=O· 
DO 11 l = l.NN 
OOP C I):( IJ( I+l )>t<O( J+l) )-(U( I l •D ( l) J 
DOPXP C l l =OOPC l ) / (X( I+-1 )-X( I)) 
11 XP (l):( X (ll+X(I+l)l•. 5 
w GIT E (6. 2 1 2 l 
WR1 T E(6 , 2 11) (UOPCI), XP< l>.t=l•NN) 
"HH =I> Co ( I ) 4 X P ( l l * XP ( 1 I 
BaN= DOP(NN)•XP(NNl •xP (NN ) 
WR IT C: (6 ti e l 
WR1T~C6. 2 11) 981 . BBN 
WR1T E C6.1 E l 
D020 T -= l•NN"' 
i)OPX ( I) : . O:• COOPXP( I + ! l+OOP XP( I ) ) 
DOOP X < I ) : C .)OP XP( 1+1 ) - DOI-' X P ( I ) ) / ( XP ( I • 1 ) - XP ( I l ) 
20 OCOf'>( I ) = , 5 •1 Ll0P ( l) ~ OQP ( l +- 1)) 
NCCUNT=l 
4 C C.fl. TI NU£ 
L""l\COUNT-1 
I F ( NC CU N 1 • I: U • I ) G 1 l T CJ J 
llCNCLlJlljl , (O , tlMl 1)) t , lJ ( ll 1-1 
II <Nt:l.Ul'l.1 . 1. u .N) 1 , 1) 1 11 lo 
XA =X< 11.::0lJI\ 1 I 
XAP '- X (I l 
Xdll:X(N) 
·:: ,LL A t" INTL(";<./, . XA i'.' . xaP . XLP t l\UP ' Tt.MPA . TtMPB. BB l t BBN ) 
q ":C. NllNUE 
SU ,,. -=:> . 
Uil\T -=O . 
TE MP4 =O . 
DO l 3 J= 1 , Nfl. 
CCJNDX=vA E5 ( XA- XP (J)) 
JF (CCJ NDX .L E .~ELXH) GO T Q 10 
T ~ MP 1 =- ( 0 CP ( J ) -DOPP ( L ) ) /( ( X P( J ) - XA l :t 3 , I 4 I 5 9 ) 
SU M= SUM+T EMP1 
r;o TO 3 1 
lv T EMP4 = T E ,,.?4-CONOX•OOOPX(Ll/3 ,1 4159 
3 1 CONT I NUc 
l 3 ".:CNT 1 NUE 
T ~~P2-=0AeS ((X( N l-XAl/( XA- X (l))) 
TE MP2 =-((COPX(L)*DL OG CT EMP2))/3 o1 4 1 5~) 
UINT=SUM+ lEM~4 +T L MP. 
U I CNC OUN l l = T E ..CPA+ U I 1'1 1 T t~H'!I 
GO TO 32 
d XA P=X(l ) 
XA -=O . 
J(6P=X I N) 
TE MO \J = l. / ( X AP•X AP) 
T E MP~2= l o / ( XLP • XLP) 
12 7 
TE MPI.= ( ( T c MP ._ 1 -T E MP~ c I• E'u l ) / ( 2 • * 3 • l 4 1 ~ 9 I 
TEMP~ l=l . /(~uP•XUP ) 
TEMP~ 2= l o /(X9P•X~P) 
T E l'P3= ( ( T C: MP 8 1-T EMPE!2 )•OtlN)/( 2 . • 3 . 141 59) 
GC T O o 
32 NCCUN T =1'CCUN T+l 
GO TO 4 
J XA =X ( l I 
XA P-=X12 ) 
xeP=X ( N ) 
NST~ T = :: 
NEl\'D= NN 
GO T O 7 
r:. XA =X ( N) 
XA P: X ( l ) 
XE:P=X I N- 1) 
NSTRi= I 
Nt:l\O=NN- 1 
7 CC NTl NUE 
UINT = O.O 
DO 31 J=NST~T . NtNO 
33 UIN T -=U I N T+OQP ( J)/ ( 3 .1 41 5~ •1 XA-~P ( J ))) 
C ALL ABl l\ TL (XA . X AP . xAPoXL~ . XUP .T EM?Ao T~~Pe . ee1 . BBN ) 
UllN~ UU"Tl=TCMPA+U I NT+TEMPO 
! F ( N~OU"T . GE . Nl GO TO 5 
NC OUN T ="Cl.UN T +l 
t;U TO 4 
'.j C C "T I f'l:UE 
WRIT F. C6 . c l) 
W H 1 T E: C 6 • 22 l ( X C I l. U ( I l , U I I 1) .I = 1 , I\ ) 
\lllHT E C6 . 1'31 
U f 1 = U I I 1 ) +c UU ( 1 l -U ED 
WRIT E ( 6 ol9) Ull 
00 l 6 I = l , N 
16 U f(f) :U f (! l-U ll 
00 l 4 I = l • N 
U " E \1111 l =l.u C I l+UI II 
OELUE I I l =UNtW( I 1-U I I l 
REL JcL ( I l:O AHS( OE.LU ~ ( I ) /UNE WI I I ) 
14 U ( 1 l =UN E W ( I ) 
Ol. 4 ~ J = l. N 
4 5 X (Jl =X (J)+NN • DELX/ 2 . 
WRIT E ( 6 ,11 6 ) 
WRIT E I 6 • 15 l ( X C I l , U I I l , D ( I ) , UU ( I ) , UNE W I I ) , U I I I ) , OELUE C l ) , F< EL Otl I I J 
* • I=t , N) 
1 5 FCRM ATl 4X , 8Gl 4 . 6 J 
l 1 o FU RMA T C / / , l 0 X , ' X ' • l .; X , • U ' • l 4 X , ' D * ' , l 0 X • • U u ' , 1 l X , ' U N [ W' , l 2 X , ' l. I ' , 7 
128 
* X • ' A '~ ~ ( () L L TA U ) ' " ' X , ' f< I L ( I> I L I A \ I l' , / ) 
I A FORM AT ( // ) 
1 9 FOP MAT ( .) .>< , ' U I I = ' , C .J '' • t-l 
2 1 F ORMAT(//,l ox . • x • .1 11>. .' Ul ' ,1.: x , • u t •, /) 
2 2 fCR MAT<l CX.3Gl 5 • t" l 
2 11 F n F; MA T ( IC X , 2G 1 5 • 6 > 
2 12 FORM AT ( / // , l "! X, ' l)Q P' • I 1 X , ' XP ' • / ) 
RE TUR N 
Ell.O 
129 
S UBROUTl"E POLF IT CN . x .v.~ x . AY) 
IMPLICIT RE AL• BCA-H, 0 -Z) 
C INT i::RPOLATOR SUBROUTINE 
C AX = X-INT E RC EPT OF DES I PED POINT 
".: &.Y = Y-l"T E RCEPT OF D ESrnED PO INT 
c x~x-l"TERCEPTS o~ T HE DATA POINI S 
C Y = Y-INlF.R~ EPlS OF lHI OATA POINT S 
~ N: f',UM BtR OF D ATA P O I NTS 
D IM~ NS IO" X (N),Y(N) 
!F(AX . LT . XCl ll GO TO 1 0 
DO 14 ! =:.! . N 
.; .J= r 
IF CA J(-X ( I ) l I 2 , 13 , 14 
14 CCf',T I NUC: 
XCf'.[: X( N-:!) 
XT wO=X C N-1) 
XT HRE E= X (f',) 
M:N 
WRIT <: C6 tl !:l N 
1 5 FORM~T (/ ****~ARNING **** Y 1 5 LX T R APOLAT ED WHEN N I S •,{ 5) 
GO TO I 6 
13 A'Y = YCJJ I 
RE Tl.JPN 
I ? IFCJJ , E 0 . 2 > 1 =3 
XC. ('.E ~xt 1- 2 > 
XT)lr. :X(l-1) 
X T HR ;: c = X C I ) 
M= l 
'>0 I 0 1 6 
I r. <Lf', I - X ( I ) 
x l \\ lJ - x ( ;> ) 
X fHfJ I = X( l) 
M 
II 11 I 11 (;" l ~ >l 
J 1 4l 1 -= 1 AX-XTWU) •IAA -X lllh l I I/( ( Xl,NL-X lllli ( I) t ( Xl , r-. t -XI H>'I l l) 
Al ,',. (AX-X l lll~LE. IC•IA X - Y.UNI )/((Xl lO U-XTl1"'1 E( >•CXlWU-XuN E:. )J 
J,L -'= ( Ax- X l NE: I* (A X- X T wU) / ( ( X l HIH .E - XONE) * ( X THP L E. - X T \t/ O ) ) 
~Y =AL l •Y t~- 2 ) +AL ~ ~Y(M-ll~AL3•YCM) 
t<ETUR N 
t: ND 
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:-; U ::! R('IJ Tl"IE' A l "IT LCXA , >.A~ • .>.11J• , XI 1• , >.U l-',T f- MP A, T I MP8 , l • f1 1 , Hf-\N ) 
I MPLICIT J:: l A L • : C A -11 , ll- ! ) 
T E MPO. 1 = 0 11. l:! '.• ( ( X'-P->.A )/ X AI>) 
T E M.:>A I =- ( ( E'" l / ( X 4 ~- XA ,, ) ) ~ ( H !'l I / l I>. A~ \ I\ ) ) • ( I >L ()<. l 1 l MPA I ) ) ) / .'. I 4 I ~· ' ' 
1 E MP \ 2 ~ DA E S CCxln - XA) /XLP ) 
1 r- MPA 2 = - ( ( l:id I / ( x ~ .. X I I-' ) ) i ( !3rj I/ ( x I·< A r, ) ) .. ( 1)1 (JC, ( T r: MP A <? ) ) ) / J . I 4 I •, Q 
l L MP" = T E MP.1.1-11 Ml'A.' 
Tl MP'l 1 =O A F ~. ( < X111•->. A ) / XUP ) 
1 ' Ml-'13 l =- ( ( 11° I t / ( X /,, X lll' ) ) ~ ( RliN/ ( X A< XA) ) * ( IJ U lG ( 1 [ MPt:l I ) ) ) / J • I 4 l ~ '> 
Tl' Mf> l2=lJ A l'', ( ( x ... '-l<A l/X·".1>) 
1 r MP'i 2= - ( ( tH:H~/ (>./, "° A . H' ) l t ( '18N/ ( X f. ( X A ) ) * ( D L O<.. ( T E MPd 2 ) ) ) / 3 . l 4 l 50 
T l ·~Pa= T E MP .J 1-T LMPi .:" 
k i: TURI\ 
LN!: 
